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Register, Est. May, Ago.
Standard, Eat. April, 1884. PADUCAH, KY., TUESDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 19 1905.
TRIPLE BANK FAILURE
IN CITY OF CHICAGO
NATIONAL BANK, STATE BANK AND TRUST COMPANY—AL-
LIED INSTITUTIONS CONTROLLED BY SA.htE`MAN, WHO
BORROWED HEAVILY FOR INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES
IN WHICH HE WAS INTERESTED--CLEARING HOUlir, TO
RESCUE AND PANIC AVOIDED—DEPOSITORS ARE PAID
PROMPTLY—BANK PRESIDENTS IN SESSION CONTINU-
OUSLY FOR HOURS.
Chicago, Dec. i8.—Action has been
taken by the comptroller of the cur-
rency, -Wm. B. Ridgeley, that will
compel the three large financial in-'
atitutions—the Chicago National
bank, the Home Savings bank and the
Equitable Trust company, dominated
by John R. Walsh of this city, to
wind up their affairs.
The other national banks of the
city have come to rescue, and it is
declared on the authority of the
Clearing-House association, the
comptroller and also by the officers
of the Chicago National bank that not
a single depositor will-lose a cent.
The difficulties of the three banks,
which art Practically branches of the
same institution are attributed by the
comptroller of the currency to the
large loans made by the Chicago
National bank to the railroad, coal
mining and other private enterprises
controlled by Mr. Walsh.
Long Known.
Some time ago ohe comptroller
called the attention of the officers of
the bank to the fact that they were
making loans to these enterprises of
Mr. 4Valsit which , in his opinion,
were 'too large for the safety of the
institution. Repeated promises were
made that tin situation should be
rectified, but no action satisfactory to
the control," was taken. '
Three days an he came to Chicago
for the purpose of making an ii ti-
gation into Ihe affairs of the
Ilininks. and td them in each a
dition that judged immediate ac-
tion to be aecessary. Souse trifiling
delay had. ensued because of the in-
ability of Mr. Ridgeley to meet the
officers of thn ,bank and officials of
the ;rite amitor's office. The fact
that the Hunt Saving bank and the
Equitable Trast company are under
state supervision trade the presence
'of the latter office!' necessary.
Officials of the different Chicago
banker wince sent for and a meeting
swab called to order in the office of
President Forgan of the First Na-
tional bards at 3 o'clock yesterday
afternoon and was in c-ontinuoto ses-
sion until 5 o'clock this morning.
B1 Deposits,
A careful canvass of the situation
revea:ed that the Chicago National
bank had deposits amounting to $16,-
000.000, the Home Savings deposits
to the extent of $4.ono,000, divided
among about 8,000 depositors The
liabilities of the two banks of the
Equitable Trust company were
roughly estimated at $36,00recioo.
The ssets of the three institutions
made up about $sto,000,000 of this
"mount and the directors and officials
of the Chicago National bank come
to the front with securities amount-
ing to about $3,000,000 more. This
left a deficit of atfout $3,000,000 to be
erased, and. the Chicago hanks rem,
sented at the mettiaer declared at
once that they woutd meet the situa-
tion and care for the deficit. If it
proved necessary 4#r) advance any
more than $asama,00ta to meet all de-
mansts, the bodio pledged themselves
to make up the amount whatever it
might be*. .
Act QuicItly.
The greak difficulty confronting the
bankers iti4-meeting was to ar-
range t.Kpar"pItletrient of the case
irs. the pitifaktp abort time at their
disposal thc hour of commenc-
ing torsi •thi, 'morning. It was
finally atrgogool that in addition to
winding tl -tfte ttlitha of the three
financial institutions 'thr allied bank-
ers should' 'taker III or Mr. Walsh's'
private (snoop/isn't. Includisig his coal
mines nod reilroarbi and stone quar-
ries.
'At the close of the mectiug this
morning thsTfolloring statment was
issued bat the Chicago Clearing
Howie inisiWaltliiti& oit..
'The VOc‘flr •trk4 theMonte Seyitige.bank 'end ' 
' able Trill* i.orepatil: eedfich hale been
controllay, athwart. and manged by
dr. John R. Walsh and his aseociatet,
• 'bad conclaided to:' Wind up tilet
afters and quit bent/efts in the city
of Chicago. Afteeita thorough and
careful examination of their affairs by
the Chicago °evict Mouse Wks it.
is stated that all Of the dePodtors of
'Arai institutions will be paid Inlet






oank robbers at Suffield, Conn.,
'w open the safe of the Suffield
,olvings tunic and, made way with
$50.00c# worth of reits:mre0 313$1stocks, not
looked $1 ono in ertelc
negotfki . dvet--
i elthe railway and. coal enterprises of
J. R. Walsh. Those assets were not
immediately available to meet de-
posits and have been taken over on
terms which wilt enable the three in-
stitutions to pay" their depositors in
full."
'Mr. Ridgebey, omptroller of the
currency, and C Eubanks of the
auditor's d'epar nt at Springfield,,
41were seen and e pressed themselves
as greatly please at the action of the
Chicago hank', 
a 
stated that it re-
flected great crer upon the asso-
ciated banks of Chicago, which have
again indicated their ability to meet
any emergency in a 'nuttier entirely
satisfactory to the pgblic.
Pay DepOsitors.
"To the public:.
"Depositors of the Chicago Na-
tional bank. the Home Savings bank,
*id the Egaitabte'Trust company are
respectfully advised that their de-
posit swill be paid 1.:-- full upon de-
Comptroller of the currency Ridge-
ley also made a statement as follows:
"The action of the cicuing house
banks in coming to the aid of the
Chicago National, the Horns Savings
tanis and the Equitable Trust com-
pany has relieved a 'most critical sit-
uation, which, if it had not been taken
promptly in band, might have led to
very eerious coaseiorences, not only
in Chicago, but elsewhere. The ac-
tion of the elm*, house banks
makes it absolutely certain that ali
creditore of the three institutions will
receive their money immediately and
abonitt thus relieve any apprehension
on the part of-the public in regard to
financial troubles in Chicago.
"The critical situation in which
these thve concerns have been placed
has been due to the large loans made
to tho railroad, coal mining, and other
enterprises owned and coutrolted by
Mt.. John R. Walsh. This again em-
phasizes the danger of the managing
officers of banks being interested in
outside institutions requiring large
amounts of money. I
Long Known.
"The conaptrollnes office has for
some time be criticising the
methods of the Chicago National
bank and calling on its officers and
directors to reduce the amount of
these loans and the inveatments in
the bonds of Mr. Walsh's corpora-
(ions. In spite of repeated promises
that this should be done, these items
have been continued in the bank sand
in order ty prevent further encrOach-
ments it walk necessary Olt the comp-
troller to take radicat action. The
comptroller's office has for some tune
been endeavoring to make an escamf-
nation of the Chicago National bank
simultaneously with an examination
of the state institutions by the tate
habit examiners, but was no to
bring this about unti) a fewW. ago.
-The result of these pxaminati re-
vealed such a serionfiondition that it
was necessary to take inwnediaie ac-
tion.
Comes to Chicago.. t . .
"The comptrollgr tebephon/4 from
Washington instrkting Bank, Exami-
ner Bosworth to. bring the matter at
once to the attention of the Clearing
Home casentnittee and left for Chicago
on the first train Ito be on hand to
personally take whatever action wits
necessary. On the arrival of elle
comiptrobler in C ago a copference
was imenediately d with the state
auth.orities and Clearing House
conamittee ,allkich ntinued front to
o'clock Sunday Ming until 5
o'clock Ithanday tilleitning. In addii-
tion to the Clearing HOuse comnaittla,
representatives of all the clearing
house bands were called into confer-
ence about 7 oselock•Surrday evening.
The comptroller felhoehat great crelt
5is due not only to the Clearing Houle
Committee, but to 4111 the other cleat
ing )muse thanks for the prompt vigOte
oust action and the broad-minded
spirit shown in meeting this ' Mier-A Igettcy."
Menem.
The Chicago National bank was or-
ganized in Nontnibcr, 188j. wino
authorized capitn1 or '
as increr %Joan"
St.otor Body Arrived.
accoranay evening there arrived bere
resin's Cincinnati the remains of Miss
Camilla J. Von Tress, who jinn. Satur-
day morning at the residence of her
Rester, Mew. J. A. Mlatkey, of that city.
The remains were accompanied to
Paducah by Mrs. Mickey and another
sister, Miss Nina Rabb, latter of
Chicago who eraefleit the bedside of
Miss Von Tits* When the Patter died.
Yesterdty, afternoon at 2 o'clock
the funeral serviees were conducted at
the Grate Epistbpali (bust*: :Rector
•
l and $2,5oo,000- due to other banks.The Home Saving bank was or-
ganized in 1867 with a capitalization
of $ico,000. It existed for many years
as an independent institution, and
about twelve years ago became a part
of the Chicago Nationalninank. It was
primarily a saving institution, Its
past report showed resonrces of
$4,230,000, for the most part in: tai 1 -
road and municipal bomb. The 'eav-
ings deposits aggregate $33,g63,ega.
Trust Company.
The Equitable Trust conmanytitas
chartered in 1887 to act as adminis-
trator, executor, trustee and .to re-
ceive and execute trusts of every
'character. The capital stoclp is
$900,000k and the resources are $4412,-
The liabilities include $2,7o7363,
of winch amount $454,000 are deposits
in trust and $500,000 ;11 certificates of
deposit.
The Chicago National bank' has
been an active factor in local politics
for several ,years, and the enormous
funds received from the taxation for
the building and maintenance of the
drainage canal have been a part of its
deposits and have been available for
investment by thebank. Change was
recently made in the political com-
plexion of the board, and it was un-
&stood that these funds would not
remain for any length of time as de-
posits in the Chicago National bank.
There impending withdrawal ' had
much to do with the fear of the other
banks of a far-reaching collapse if
they did not come to the aid -of- the
weakened institutions.
Caused Failure.
The enterprises which are lit taerat-
:y crediod with being the indirect
cause of the financial troubles of 'Mr.
Walsh are the Bedford Quarries com-
pany of Indiana and the Southern
Indiana Railroad company. Mr.
Walsh is a -heavy stockholder in the
Al.-on Gas company. Akron, O.; Illi-
nois Southern Rnilroad company,
Rand-MkNally company, Soldhern
Indiana Express company aaik in
half a score of gas, electric lighting
and coal mining companies.
.It is .declared by local fin ices
that Mr. Walsh has invested the
way from $5,000,o00 to I in
gull-ries and the railroad. His reat
delve was to gain for the railr an
entrance into Chicago,
,
 but in t he
was not succecsful. During t last
three years he has endeavored t4 sell
the road to 'the Pennsylvania
pany, but terms could not be dried
on.
To the pulanc at large whi
not acquainted with the magnet
Mk. Walsh's enterprises, the n of
the ditriculties surrounding his banks
came as a tremendous surprise.
Has Not Failed.
The following statement was issued
by comptrolkr Ristgely at 1145 a
m. today.
k "A misunderstanding seems go ex-
ist as to what has happened to the
Chicago National hank The i bank
has not failed or closed its dos, It
has been embarrassed by the Invest-
ment of a large amount of its Assets
in an available securities, bail the
banks of Chicago have chine 30 -the
relief and 'have guaranteed the pay-
ment in full on demand, of all the
creditors of the Chicago. Netiona
bank. The bank is open for bminess
as usual today, with these guarantees
behind c that it, it will meet an he ob-
ligations and pay every doliar at
O
(Signed') -- "Wlit, B. RIDGEI.V
"Comptroller of the Currency •
buy give; pipe Or
county idices. Puy'
carloads • trirrsoah "
COMPTROLLER RIDGELY
TELEGRAPHS WASHINGTON
Washington, Dec. t8 Secretary
Shaw haat received the followiag tle-
graphic report from Comptroller
Ridsjely now in Chicago in reference
to the failure of the Chicago banks,
announced this morning: "Clearing
House bank guaranteed payment
all liabilities of the three banks. which
will liquidate ;n pay evetylbing in
full. The offic&Tand directora will
resign and will be replaced by
Clearing House committee and Ex-
aminer Bosworth who will rim the
banks and conduct liquidation. This
should relieve situation and prevent
further trouble here or elsewhere."
USED IRON FIST
CZAR TO ADOPT "WHITE
TERROR IN LAST
STRUGGLE.
Witte to Fall and Durnovo, Hated
4,1ike by Liberals and Socialists,
to Take Reins.
•
Conclod; Dec. 18.—With the re-
openipg. of cable communication
direct 'with St. Petersburg events in
the Russian empire are seen to be at
the rho/0okt of new epoch of terror.
The "redderror" has had. its day and
is to be superseded by the "white ter-
ror" in the shape of pitiless acts of
repression by the government, which
is making a last desperate fight for
its life. The result is likely to be
a revolution which for btoodqshed and
-merciless reprisal wild be without a
parallel in the world's history and
baying for its final cataclysm the an-
nihilation of czardoin.
The governanient as the first act in
the tragedy has virtually proclaimed
a state of war to exist throughout the
empire, empowering local governors,
who are nearly always the worst type
of reactionaries, to proclaim martial
law in cases of 9tre3s and to exercise
dictatorial poviors in throttling the
revolution.
Witte's Downfall Certain.
All this augurs the downiail of
Witte, whose position is now desper-
ate, and the elevation of Durnovo,
hated alike by liberals and radicals.
Count Alexis Ignacieff will be made
military &ictator.
A meeting of the terroriet branch
of the' social revolutionists has been
held and as a result of the seizure of
the proletarian leaders an era of as-
sassination is expected to respk.
Count Witte himself is in imminent
danger of death and a strong guard is
kept :bout his person at all times.
The seizure of the revolutionary
leaders has had no effect on the
proletarian organization, a,, new men
immediately took their r:ces and
organization, as new men inapediate-
ly took their places and organized a
new committee. If the revolution is
to be defeated in this manner the
whole population mast be arreste,i
Reports from the provinces
throughout Russia show that the
nttttPlireadlg011r'the 1114111es
armed resont. Th# rebels are in tu-
pretne authority in the Baltic prov-
inces where provisional govern-
ments exercise -administrative powers.
The movement has extended into the
government of Kovno, a part of the
ahnosnrientt chiertabingdiout ofto 6reLipthelniasolant and is
s •Upsides in ths, Drat'
In the Ural a big uprisingkis Moo
under, way and at Batourn, in Trans-
caticatoria; the rebels have barricaded
the strests'and raised the red fling.
tons;
(At Mow,- however, one of the
m 'nients in a panic caused
by nn surrendered up its
leautii is
theme itself on the mercy
of the oinnotaillig general.
•,ny
PASTOR istaiolow.
4,, with docp.,genuine and wide-
spread regret thatliesir W. Hs rx
coon has resigned hi a past
charge of the First Chriseian chur
as no minister of this city is held
greater kW and higher estimation
from every source than this brilliant
divine. He has several times before
desired to give up the, charge and
enter the evangelical field, but the
congregation steadfastly refused, real
jinn; 1t could not afford to sever pas
toral relatiogs with sue% a great
Worker and rcabfircefuloreacher who
hasten a poWer iae, community.
Finn Sunda./ lirouala Dr. limber-
ton Afftvrted his rnembers that be
d firm* made up his mind to de-
port from this city and tske tit _even-






ition was put into.14s
but it was of rip
long conektetation and
steadfastly came to
Rev. Pinkerton made his resigna-
tion effective ,thr firet Of wetOfficials Back. ,
Judge J. T. Lightfoot,
Thompson and Supervisor BeefL CO 
tidal and thanjostice TonoesIct bet"ven 
son of the county roads Kant=





atatUS namina-countior United Staten senator,
Si-
The homb found Friday
dent Lotibet's ti-alp near
Beeteche (twos out. to be
tion of clay, crushed cool,paper soaked in rietrok"1101•





Charles B. Esinee, founder,%ice pi 'dent of the St. Paine eiliatMg bowie, was accidentally Itilled atNs borne by itik eine he wahandling. • '
-4 Win practice in all courts al Kew
hets,e with „the
tongteseuLampiged ase
Maier, its Tit °f next' ,f Mc
'P114°tine.
Our cigars are kept ,just right








VOL 22, NO. 16
ALL MEMBERS ATTENDED ,
LAST NIGHT'S COUNCIL "
THERE WAS NO FIRE ALARM TO DISTURB THE SESSION—THE INCIDENT OF SESSION WAS "TOUCH UP" HON. HALCORBETT GAVE WILL HUMMEL—RESOLUTION ADOPTEDREFUSING EAST TET-EPHONE Cf_•1141"illY ANY PERMITS—QUESTION OF TAXATION EXEMPTION WAS UP—OTHERMATTERS 0 FTHE SESSION,
Councifman Sam Hill, of the Fifth
ward, was in his seat throughout the
entire evening of the councilrnanic
board last evening at the city ha:I
general assembly chamber. The bal-
ance of the twelve members, were
there also, but nothing unusual trans-
pired during the gathering, like Fate
prompted to occur last Friday even.
Mayor Yeiser presented to • the
board the communication from Supt.
Muscoe Burnett, of the water works
company, who requested that a com-
mittee --from the council and alder-men, or any public board, be select'
ed to act in conjunction with Mr.
Burnett in revising the schedule of
rates 'charged consumers of water in
this city. lit Iris letter Mr. Burnett
stated that he and his attaches bad
prepared the new 'rates and wanted
the municipal. authorities' committee
to go over same with them so that
things could be started off right
with the sanction of the city when
the new prices were inaugurated the
first of the coming year. By his
letter Mr. Burnett titeans that, be
does not wast to waste time and
money to go ahead with the work,
have it all presented to the city leg-
islative boards and then have the
latter hold things irs abeyance until
there can act some committee, which
could just as well be seFected now
and work along with the water peo-
ple in getting ready for the revision.
After discussing the matter the coun-
cil referred the proposition to the
board of public works and City Au-
ditor Alexander Kirkland to act with
the water concern.
The fill leading from the end of
CaldweH street, near the Union de-
pot over towards the new box and
basket factory ckaseby. 'has been chm•
pleted at a cost of aomething like
$317. The completion. of the work
top4IJffird of Veen
to W council, Wh1 received and
at effect.hilki the statement
Several years ago. IllEEr a heavy
rain water would attiermulate out
atanit Bridge street' in' Mechanics-
blre,erand overflew lbe adjoiningay, which was balloted thereto',
toads& with what IPOps and vege-
tahlbi were raised., that being right
at ,lhe edge of town. This overflow
was. caired by defective drainage
maintained.out there by the city. and
iii trying to remedy the matter a
new *divert was Witt across the
streelVin order to throw dhe water in
another direction. This did not im-
proVe. things, and now the parties,
oerrrittg the abutting property have
engaged lawyers to bring suit for
damages against the municipality.
Informative of these threatened suits
being hliairAbefore the council by the
mayor-1'f hivirah defected that Members
KatterPaitag Parley and Barnett take
e matt- up right away with the
ty Owners and see if some-
cannot inunediatcly be done
rde running the wateeletemooth-
direction opposite their property,
land in this emptier avoid the litiga-
tion. Thko sting was referred to
these three uneilmta because. jtiey
are hold-ate ttlbe Who dj not




rea4 lo the board
d festerday morn--
-Brothers, of Lou-
Placed-With,ed chat. they had
Dealer Johnston &
II of. city, an order t for
among
Custot
foptoluzooerrabnkt: fuel to be distributed.. •
ha this, city aint this




, A tote of sincere
sla the rnforttrrusbea
of this• 
tendered them by th
council, he ccopt •-• -4
the' work finished by 261/2 days ofthe time limit specified in the con-
tract_ The penalty be pays is $10 a
day for each and every day he went
beyond the time -limit, after there is
deducted those days he was pre- '.
vented from working by rain and bad
weather. While talking over the. ac-
ceptance of the work the council
brought out the fact that defects ex-
isted in a number of places in the .
work, but City Engineer Washing-
ton assured them that all of these
would be remedied, as the contractor
had executed a mainteriar,ce bond to
keep the work up in good condition.
After receiving this assurance the
council adopted the board of works'
oport, and thereby officia:ly receiv-
ing the improvement.
Ever since the new Riverside hos-
pital at Fourth oid Clay --treets has
been used, !tits. Birch:At, t::e matron
of the old institution on South Fifth
street near Husbands, has occupied
he abandoned quarters. Now she
has moved out, and on the mayor
informing time board to this effect
the hospital committee was directed
to look into the matter of either
setting or renting the dilapidated
building which is about worn out. .
To the cemetery committee was
referred the conaroveirsy 'regarding
the.Oak Grove cemetery lot of Mrs.
ShFaor ynkline.
ars back the public boards
have always exempted new industries
locating here from paying city taxes
for the first five years of their exist-
ence. 'This is done in order to in-
duce outside capital to locate here
arid invest its money. Langstaff-
Orin have been here for over forty
yearsdoing a saw mill business at
Seco& and Adams street, and now
several weeks ago fire deetroyed the
'plant, which they are pvepillkose,.:41-- -
rebuild. Mr. Langstaff Mika ot er
council now to adopt an cordite:
exempting bii saw mitt building •
the ground occupies, in order t,
he can be ced upon an equal too
lug ,faith competitors, all of
i sishom are new concerns and been
granted exemptions from municipal
taxation. This ordinance for MX.
Langstaff wa4 banded in to the coon
441 already drawls op, but was refer-
red to the #nefinenee committee to be
*coked over before being adopted.
:. takinsys during the summer 'here-
tofebe the city has kept two siillitary
iniplectors estrployed to go asTOund to
every premise in town and are that
it is kept 'in good condition, while
in winter their services are dispensed
with. Two reelus ago the council or-
dered ntiat present inspectors'
work be *topped as they are Iwo nec
essare during the cold • period, but
the aldermen ordered that one be
kept engaged during tie wint‘r This
aidermanic recommendation was
brought back into the council now,
bin rejected, the latter board main-
taining its position that inspectors
are not needed except during the
warm weather.
Auditor Alex. Kirkland was direct
ed to refund $1.5o poll tax to Geo.
Weiss, if the books show he did not
4five in the eery and was thereby not
susceptible to paying a poH tax.
°Witt:saw Olehlechiaester, of the
finance etwninittee. presented bills
amounting to ht2.539.73. which were
allowed.
The committee chairman reported
that last 'Friday the finance members
of both litC council and aldermanic
boards held a conference with the
official, of the state banks doing ' •
1
Tress in this city, and the la
ed out or he re the financial
governed by state laws, ..fleMIMeet
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W. C. T. U. NOES
AN INTERESTING SESSION
HELD LAST WEEK BY
THEM.
ply:44 sit.= iier---esisse
At Next Gathering They Will Make
Arrangements For the Series of
Fanning Meetings.
The Paducah W. C. T. U. held an
informal meeting last Thursday after-
noon in the lecture room of the First
Baptist church, when some important
questions of a local interest were dis-
cussed and future lines of work con-
sidered.
When this business was finished,
the vice-president, Mrs. Pearli Norvell,
read an addreu by Prof. H. K. Tay-
lor, state supeantendent of the train-
ing of teachers for Sunday-school
work, delivered, at the last state
Sunday-school convention, on "The
Supreme Temperinoe Issue in Ken-
tucky," from which we quote: "I feel
that my cause is especially favored
today, because as I understand, this
is the first time in the history of a
Kentucky Sunday-school convention
that the siibject has been specifically
upon the programme."
"We have done a splendid work
here in Kentucky. We have the sa-
loons totally banished from 66 coun-
ties in the state. We have not made
a- light in the last ten weeks that we
have not won. The truth is we can
win almost any temperance fight now
in Kentucky, if we organize to put
sentiment into action."
"The supreme issue in Kentucky is
this: It is bringing the Christian peo-
ple face to face with their own con-
sciences, that wilt make them gat
down around the altars of the church
and pray 'Thy kingdosn came', aud
then go out and fight for the coming
of Christ's k-indorra That is what it
means. If Christ's kingdom prevails
in a community, can the distiller, Iran
the wholesaler, can the saloonkeeper
flourish? Do the things go together?
As you build up Christ's kingdom,
must not necessarily the whisky traf-
fic give way? As the whisky traffic
builds up, must not Christ's kingdom
diminish? As the Whisky traffic in-
creases, are not precious souls for
whom Christ died, in greater danger?"
When we give our sympathy and
cur respect to the mese 'however high
in social life, who touch this traffic
at any point and set their business up
in respectable circles, we are in that
much, giving our sanction a business
transaction, that if it succeeds, must
succeed by dragging your boys and
my boys down to the, deepest hell.
That is its logical outcome.*
"Wake up, Christian citiznns, wake
op, devoted followers of Jesus Christ,
s kingdom is at stake. The
is coming when there is to be
• union of the temperance forces of
entucky without regard to creed,
or faith, or color, or nationality, and
I wish I could say as far as voting
is concerned, without regard to sex.
How I wish the Christian women of
Kentucky could have a yoke in that
triumph which is just ahead of us."
The next meeting will be on Thurs-
day. December 21, when sonic im-
portant work is to be considered and
further plans for legislative work out-
lined Arrangements for the Fan-
ning meetings will also be considered.
.4-
. —Our business of four months is as
phenomenal as a business of three
years. An up-to-date Soda business
this summer.
HAWKINS BROS., 417 B'way.
FOUR LIVES LOST
IN THEATRE FIRE.
Woman, Two Children and Stage
Malinger Perish in Flames.
Train, 0., Dec.18.—Four lives
were lost in a fire which -destroyed
the Velibeek 'theater here early Sun-
day morning.
The dead are: James Dwyer, aged
twentreight; Mrs. William Marsh,
aged twenty-lour, and two children.
The Marsh family had apartments
in the front of the 'building. Wm.
Marsh was stage manager .of the
theater. Dwyer, 'another employe of
the theater slept in the basement,
where the fire originated, front which
escape was cut off. Mos., Marsh and
'her children were euffocalled 'hy the
moire, which poured into the nar-
row stairway.
"Ll'ime loss on the theater, whichaCC011Tle
-bornparatirely a new one, is
ilia °I; a.'th may see The lo es on the entirelbuildey ...
Ice The theto•er wee ownThe City ON
Tennessee, b ierbecic Amusement som-ut
will lay up. tSt,rty, Pa. -
The governmen 44IP elorilleftI re-
turned yesterday from a tour up the
Tennessee river and is now lying
bete in winter quarters. She has
en up ,at stream looking after
government lights and works.
Tobe Owen, the former police-
as carpenter on her and kceel
Sis place during the winter months.
e-f0, how good. Candies at Haw-
Bros., 417 rircradway. Factory
th and Tennessee.
rake horse 4n oyste.r.loaf.for
hot and delicious.
INS BROS., 417 B'way.









AND MR. CLEM BLEICH
MARRIED.
Concert and Musicale at The Ken-
tucky Christmas Afternoon—
Social Calendar.
Friends here will be delightfully
surprised to learn that yesterday
morning- at 7:30 o'clock uhere was
united in marriage Miss Serena Mc-
Cutcheon and Mr. Clem Bleich, of
Jackson, Tenn. The news came as
a surprise to their, many acquaint-
ances here as none knew of the con-
templated nuptials. The pair are.
now off on a Southern bridal tour,
but return next week to resume their
home in Jackson.
The groom is the youngest son of
Jeweler John J. Bleich, of Broadway
near Third street, and for the past
year has been at Jackson as baggage-
roaster for the N., C. & St. L. rail-
road. He is also treasorer of the
theatre there. He is one of the city's
most excellent and energetic young
business men who has gradually
risen in the railroad service, until
now considered one of the most re-
liable and progressive attaches the
road has. He has hundreds of
friends in this city where the resided
al; his life until the first of this year,
and all send forward congratulations
upon the consummation of the happy
event.
The bride is one of the most beau-
tiful and popular young ladies of
that city, coming of a prominent farn
ily, and herself is endowed with very
many bewitching graces and attrac-
tive characteriseics.
Mr. Bleic leiropped a short letter
just before leaving for his wedding
trip yesterday morning, but did not
state where the ceremony occurred,
therefore it is presumed the well
known couple suddenly decided upon
their plans and quickly acted accord-
ingly.
Kentucky Concert.
The afternoon of Christmas has
been decided as the date for the big
musicale and concert to be given at
The Kentucky by the orchestra of
Prof. Harry Gilbert. The affair will
be for the benefit of the orchestra
and also for the fund being gotten
up for erection of the handsome Con
federate monument upon the lawn
fronting Carnegie library at Ninth
and Broadway. Mr. Gilbert, Dr.•
D. G. Murrell, Mrs. Roy McKinney,
Mos. Louise Maxwell, Mrs. Luke
Russell and Mfissee Reif& Coleman
and Ethel Brooks compose the com-
mittees getting up the entertainment
which will be largely attended, as a
diversified program of varied inter-
esting features is bang prepared.
Charity Club.
This morning et to: o'clock the
Charity club will meet with Miss
Cornie Grundy, the secretary, at her
tome on North Seventh 'near Mon-
roe street. It is important that at
the members be present because it is
the desire of the club to do 9erne
work before Christmas by helping
make happy the 'homes of what un-
fortunates they ponsibly can.
Benefit Dance.
Quite a large crowd was present
last evening at the dance given in
the Brunswick 'hall over the bowling
alley on Broadway between Fourth
and Fifth streets. The affair was
for the benefit of the union conduc-
tors and motormen of the street car
company, who are out on a strike.
Open Session.
This evening the Modern Wood-
men. of America wit hold their open
session in the aseembiy room upon
the third floor over Walker's drug
store at Fifth and -Broadway. State
Deputy DePart wia deliver an ad-
dress, while a deliensies supper will
be served those pee sent
Senator Plies.
-The Washington correspondent of
the Louisville Courier-Journal wires
fiat Senator Samuel 'Fifes and wife,
of Washington state, are at the Coch
ran in the national capitol for the
Winter. He is the former Paducah-
an now in the United States senate.
Cofillion Announcement
The Cotillion club yenerday -sent




N. Baker, of 626 Ken-
Silk lined kid, sill' lin
',as iipal'ettrojrac airiaff sues defendant
tan- venal rlined kid and livensMocha   .98e
Best grade lined and unlined kid
and Mocha Gloves $1.48
MOUNT CASE
COMES UP THIS MORNING
AGAIN BEFORE JUDGE
REED
..Ed Scott Yesterday Given Con-
tinuance of Case Charging Him
With Killing C. Stewart.
Toda.y in the circuit court there
comet, up the indictment charging
Willis Mount with killing Willis
Nutty, the jockey, above the Stag
saloon on North Fourth street, two
years ago. Absent witnesses occas-
ioned a continuance of the case ten
days 'ago, and none of those wanted,
have arrived therefore it Will not be
known until this morning whether
the judge will go ahead with the
proceeding or order its trial entered
into.
There are three other cases set for
today. George Armstrong is charg-
ed with malicious cutting Eugene
Jackson during a fight at the Abe
Marcoffsky saloon one night last
week. Both are colored and Arm-
strong cut Jackson because the lat-
ter guyed the other about Armstrong
working on such a small towboat.
Frank James, colored, is to be
tried on the charge of shooting at
Gabe Fletcher, up on North Ninth
etreet two years ago during a fight.
James got away and W19 caught only
a few weeks ago down in West Teu-
nessee by Detective Moore.
Louis Smithers, colored, is to be
tried today on the charge of detain-
ing against her will Estella Hurlbert,
a ten-year-old colored girl, of North
Sixth street. She claims he com-
mitted the crime one night during
last fall's carnival while -ner mother
had gone to the festival and left her
alone with Smithers and another ne-
gro.
Yesterday's Sliminess.
There was yesterday continued by
the judge until the fourth day of the
April term of court the tase charg-
ing Ed Scott with killing Charles J.
Stewart several Sunday nights ago
on West Court street during a fight.
The continuance was given at the
instance of the conernonwealth.
Which has some witnesses it wants
to introduce, but they are not here
and can not be gotten now.
Will Flint, white, was fined $50
and costs for striking Ed Evans one
night daring a fight three weeks ago
at the Stutz candy factory on Second
and Jefferson streets. They fell out
over a piece of candy they were mak
ing and Flint struck Evans in the
head with an iron rod.
Fine* of $40 and costs were assess-
ed against the following madame.;
for conducting bawdy .homes: Ella
Howe, Annie Cox, Sue Eggleston,
Fanny Witeon, Frankie Dixon. Mill-
lie Nief, Lucile Tramnic-1. Mallie
Grooms, Nellie Pope and Ida East-
wood.
There was ritsrninsed the grand lar-
ceny charge against Charles Wheel-
er, the negro accused of being a pat
ty to the theft of $65 from the house
of Mike Iseman, of Fourth and Wash
ington streets, one day last sunwner.
His wife stole the money and has
been tried and indicted by the grand
jury which also brought in a bill
against him, but he proved his inno-
cence of any eonnection with the
theft.
Sam Crouch, colored, came clear of
the charge of breaking into the coal
warehouse of E. W. Pratt, the deal-
er of Ninth and Hoarrison streets,
and stealing a bag of fuel
Ellis Draine, colored, filed a mo-
tion for a new trial,. but the court
has not yet passed on same. He is
the new.° who got ten years' in the
penitentiary for snatching the opera
Owego.% from the hands of Miss Ella
Sanders the nigth of the performance
of "The Rajah of Bong" at The Kr'
tocky, Mins Slanders was going
'home at the time Drains' gipped up
belittle her at Ninth and lifthiroe
streets and grabbed the glasses which
he thought was a puree. •
Bob Hickman, alias Bob Mahaffey,
white, was acquitted of the charge of
gteeling a cow from Dairyman
Claude Rumen, who lives one mile
from tibia city on the Cai?h pike.
The papers in the H. H. Loving
case have not yet been filed.
Civil Proce7o'.... .
There was dismissed from the c;se/
docket the writ of R L. Peaeher
against the Ev.ansvitle Brewing Aseo-
coniautiou. It has been settled out of
The American-German link filed
an answer as party to the suit of D.
E. Chop:son a.garinist the Foreign
Woolen Mills company, wherein. Axe,
Are •r .4.4omething new and unique in
of Four-in-hand 'lee goods for Xmas. These







You should throw away those old
style rubbers. Any doctor will tell
you they cause most of the trouble
He will tell you to gt-t a pair of
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
because they keep the feet cool—
never chafe or "draw'—are lighter
and more comfortable, while they
protect.
Come in and see how they look on
your shoes—they will fit any shape
shoe.
We have a full line of any kind of
rubbers you could want, from a toe
tip to a buckle Arctic
We have a good assortment of
rubber and felt boots; also damp
proof shoes and high cut boots Call
early and get your correct size.
GEO. AN 8110E al
Sellers of Shoes and Satisfaction.
aat Broadway.
HOLIDAY RATES.
On account of Christmas and New
Year's holiday* the Illinois Central
Railroad will sell reduced rate tickets
as follows:
To all points in Illinois, Indiana,
Ohio, portions of West Virginia,
Pennsylvania and Western New
York, Ontario and Mlchigan, one and
one-third fare for the round-trip,
tickets to be sold December ill as.
25, 30 and 31 and January 1, and
good returning until January 3.
To all points Smith of Ohio and
Potomac Rivers and East of Mis-
sissippi river, one and one-third fare
plug, 25 cents, tickets to be sold De-
cember 22, 23, 24, 25, 30 and 31 and





T. A., Uaioa Depot.
HAYES
Free Delivery— Telephone ye6.
Having secured the services of Mr.
John N ie ha us, he would be pleased
to meet his friends and old custom-
ers,,promising them the quickest ser-






appellate court was then appealed to
hut the defendants were victorious
there also.
R. C. Potter, J. W. Hall, Henry
Diehi, Joe Mattison, Carl L. Brun-
son were dismissed from further sere
ice upon the jury, and there substi-
tuted J. S. Jackson, George Bern-
hard, James A. Glauber, John Dean
and Theo Hovekatfip.
Jury Commissioners.
Yesterday Judge Reed selected the
jury commissioners who are to fill
the wheel with the names of ro pet)
plc The commissioners are James
M. Lang, J. F. Murphy and S. A.
Harkey, and their duties are to fill
this wheel so that whenever a jury
is to he made tie at any of the terms
of court next year names can be
drawn therefrom.
h square Ties, put up each in -Tao Boos.. 477 Tosszy.
values, cash price .. .
Four-in-hand Ties, each put up ir a fancy boa, fine er In Cox,




Superior Facilities for On %ice
tiandling Freight, Machinery 2r (land Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones it
P. D. Fitzpatrick, supt.
•••••••••••••91 -
Abram L. Well & Co)
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steesn Boller- '
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - Residence Phone 726
For Vaults, Winuments and 0 eneral Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as It BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE ANT) THEN RETAINS In WHITENESS; does riot be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
JOU S. Porteois Marble, Granite & Stone Works




tfiE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS THEY SAVE GAS BILLS— k,1
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOW
ROOMS •
PORC.ELA, ENAMEL CLEANSER IS A WONDER
Ed D. Hannan
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBING.
Both Phones aim 13s South F ourth St., gas Kentucky Avenue
the Buffet
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C.. Gray, proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything ammoonabia hi the eatable line served to order. A
fine noonday lunch for as conk..
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D• SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
AS
THE GLOBE BANK Sz TRUST CO
Of Padtic4h, Kentuckii,
Capitztl and SurPhis $1458,000
ED P. NOBLE, FREE. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
•
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all revue: banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fir•
proof 'tuft for rent at $3 to ito per year as to She. You carry your own












Wher‘YouCarryA GRAND LEADER Bundle
Your friends know you pay
For your Clothes.
RA
""it 133. 529 Broadway.
POPULAR PRICED CLOTHIERS








































































LADIES HAVE OUTLINED THE
PROGRAM FOR WINTER
SEASON.
They Have Chosen Eminent Com-
posers for Consideration at Each
Meeting Held.
The musicale the Matinee Musicale
elub intended to give tomorrow af-
tei noon has been postponed.
The ladies of the club have out-
lined their program for this winter,
showing .the dates on which they
meet, the composers considered and
the leaders. Their rooms are in She
Eagle building at Sixtb and Broad-
way and the outline for the season
16
December ao--Composer Alexan-
der von Fietitz; leader, Ws. H. S.
Wells.
January 3rd—Composesr Shubert)
and Shumann; leader, Mrs. David M.
Flornoy.
January 17th—Composer, Harry
Gilbert; leader, Mrs. George Flour-
noy.
January- stst—Composer, tniscel-
--aneous; leader, Mrs. John W. Lit-
tle.
February 14t%.Composers, Mor
*et. Handel and naydie; leader, Mrs.
J. Dennis lltocoot
Febrattry oath—Composers, Beet-
hoven and Brahms; leader, Mrs. Jas.
iWeille.
• Mari jath—Women .composars:
leaders. Mrs. Schofield hod
Miss Ethel Brooks.
March a8th—Compo&enc, nsiseel-
aneous; Itaders, Mis:-.es Jessie Nash
and Alice Compton.
April itch—Living composers; lead
ers. Lula Reed and Annie
Bradshaw.
April 35th—Conmosma, Wagner
and Liszt; leader, Miss Vitgina New
ell.
May 9th—Italian composers;
er, Mr. Harry Gilbert.
'M ay 23rd—fil lace Haneous
poFiers: leaders. Miss Courtie




-No old stock at Hawkins Bros.
Everything new and up-to-date.
o,e6 Atom, - - 'herapsoig Lit
WILL WAIT
MAYOR YEISER WILL NOT1 1 CATL. MEETING NOW.
•
5'
With Republicans As to When They
Will Meet to gject Sewer-
age Inspector.
Mayor Yeiser stated yesterday that
he would not call a special meeting
of the council and aldermanic boards
for the purpose of electing a city
sewerage inspector to take the place
of the incumbent, Inspector A.
Franke. Mr. George Gardner, the
sewerage contractor was chosen for
this position by the joint gathering
Friday night, but announces that he
wilt not not accept, as he cannot af-
ford to sacrifice his private contract-
ing 'interests in order to take the pub-
lic inspectorship. This leaves it so
that some other will have to be elect-
ed. but the mayor said he would let
things go over until after the first of
next year when the present Demo-
crats in. the boards will be displated
by Repnblicans. When the new
bodies come into existence tlie mayor
will let them'hold the joint gathering
to neme the sewerage inepectot who
is tfi serve for the ensuing twelve
months.,
Inspector A. Franike, who now fills
that office, last night Weil with the
council his report, shcnving vOltat had
been done since he went into office
the first of last July. It shows that
he has isatesd 02 permits for connec-
tion with the sanitery sewerage; 77
permits for yard connections, 142 Cer-
tificates of inspectien, while he has
made a total inspection of 4.J6.'
In his statement Inspector Fraoke
says that when Contractor Robertson
and Gardner laid the storm water
sewerage` at First and Kentucky
avenue, they left an obstruction of
two joints, five feet each in length,
which stopped up the sewerage for
two blocks, and occasioned consider-
able trouble, but the defect has now
been remedied and the piping is work-
ing alright, carrying off the flow go-
ing through it.
.14
Bryan Merritt, a motorman, and
Slisha Perita, a deputy constable,
were shot and instantly killed at
Beaumont, Tex., by a negro who, in
turn, was killed by a deputy sheriff.
Some interesting 'history is made
public in the correspondence between
Prehident Rclosevelt and Attorney
General Moody relative to the gov-
ernment's action interned the Atchi-
son. Topeka lit Santa Fe railroad.
Six bank robbers at Suffiek—Conn.,
blew open the safe of the Suffield
Savings sank and. made- way with
stocks, not ill' 13V6-
$60,0030 worth of registetec btlr;ljeie 340
looked $.1.000 ifl cash.
DEATH COMES
S. 0. FOSTER, SR., EX-PADU-
CAHAN, DIES AT PEWEE
VALLEY, KY.
gLouia P. Balthaser Succumbed Eun-
day ?dorm-1g, from Abscess, and
Was Buried Yesterday.
Word reached here yesterday
morning that the day before there
died at the ,Confecberate Sobdiers
borne at Pewee' Valley, Ky., Mr.
Samuel 0. Foster, the well known
former Paducahan who has been an
inmate of that greet institution for
the past two years. The news here
was received witli deep regret by
many people, and especially the slIr -
i vors of the Lost Cause, who num-
bered him. amongst one of their most
valiant and esteemed comrades.
Mr. Foster served the South nobly
during the Civil war and during one
o frhe batttles his arm was shot off.
After the conflict be returned to this
section and located in Paducah where
for 'years he made his home. On eel
collet of the lost -arm making it•ins-
poighle for hint to follow some caN-
ings be for years maintained a stand
on the public market where he sold
pencils,' stationary, shoe strings, etc.
Two years ago when advanced age
consinetrced creeping over him his
frieds here induced him to take ad-
vantage qf the Pewee Valley home
which *It' Constructed for that pur-
pose. t? etre for veterans in "heir
last dab. Finally be went theta one
wore of his death reached this city
yesterday morning. lie was buried in
the home criptrey beside the bodies
of many comrades who preceded him
to tive grave.
Mr. Foster was a perfect gentleman
with many friends and deep regret
is caused by his death. He Left a
son, Mk. S. 0. Foster, Jr., a harness-
maker, and two married daughters
the two latter residents of Ballard
county.
David Wright officiating. Interment
followed at Oak Grove cemetery.
Lady Died.
Mrs. Lavine 'Wallace died Sunday
at the family home in Minta, Graves
county, and the remains were buried
yesterday at 'the Shepard) cemetery.
She expired -of genetal debility, being
sixty -nine yeareikof age and weighing
about 250 pounds.
She was the wife of T. J. Wale-
lace and left several children.
Body Passed Through.
,Yesterday there arrived here from
Greenville, 'Miss., the remains of Mrs.
Anna Love,. who died of general de-
bility at that city, and whose corpse
was taken to New Liberty:4111., for
interment, that being 'her former
home. Her delight er Miss Jennie
Lore, and brother, Capt. McBride, re-
side in Greenville.
M t. ()amen Dead.
Sunday night there died, at his
homy on Seventh and Tennessee
streets, Mr.. 'J. E. °Linen, who-has
...been ill quite a while with compli-
/ated ailments.
Five months. ago he came to tbis
city frotru Livingston county, and
was making his home with his. broth-
er when carried away. The deceased
was 55 years of age. The body will
be buried here.
Mr. Baltbaser Expired,
Yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock
there was laid to res at Oak Grtive
cemetery the remains of the late Mr.
Louis P. Balthaser, who died shortly
before 5 o'clock Sunday morning at
his residence in 631 Madison street.
The final obsequies were conducted at
the residence, and followed with in-
terment at the cemetery.
Mr. Balthaser *has been a sufferer
for several riles with an abscess of
his back and !Waal times operations
'have been performed on him for
sante. Ile has been confined off and
on during that peeiod, but one month
since was again able to be out.4 Fin-
ely two weeks ago he took II his
bed, and there remained until claimed
by the Grim Reaper.,
Forty-two years ago Balthaser
was born in Germany, but came to
this country daring 1864 with his par-
ents, he at that time being quite
young. They *easier' in St. Louis and
lived there for a great many years.
Sixteen years ago he came to this city
and took charge of the wallpapering
department of the James W. Gleaves
& Sons establishment on Broadway.
Finally about ten years ago he en-
tered the businese for himself, his last
stand being in the same place with
Florist C. L. Brunson underneath
The Palmer near Fifth on Broadway.
Ten years ago the deceased was
i;nited in marriage to Miss Maud
Kruger, daughter of the late. F. A.
Kruger, one of Paducah's wells known
business men during life. Besides' his
wife he is survived by three little
sons and one infant daughter. He
was a brother-in-law of Messrs W.
W. 'Hunt, 'henry Weimer, Mack
Bailey and jt Coley Piper, while 'an-
other brother-in-lawi is Mr. Rolla
Kruger, the sheet iron worker, of
here Ile left a brother; a well
know/ newspaper man of Chicego.
The- deceased was a member of the
•Geernait Lutheran chore* but on ac-
want of .the absence of Rev. Ilten,
of that congregation, the funeral ser-
vices were preached by Rev. John S.
Checjc,, of the First Baptist church.
The enemberi of the Order of Golden
Crow had c'hitege, he being a member
of -thee fraternal orgeieation.
The pallbearers were Messtri. Wil-
liam D. Saunders, Charles E. Jen-
nings, John H. Burnett, Henry
Bailey, James M. Lang aur ciihen•
Rowland.
Body Disinterred.
Yesterday 1.Bidertakiers Pools &
Nance disinterred the remains' of
John Auer from the cemetery at St.
John's, 0u4 in he county,, and this
morning at t,,so o'clock tge remains
were rihitced to Cincinnati, where
they will be buried,
The deceased is a 'brother of Rev.
Charles Auer, of the 'Catholic church
at St. John's and died May 4th, Paw.
of appendicitis. He was 34 years of
age and unmarried.
Body Arrived.
Sunday evening there arrived here
from Cincinnati the remains of .Miss
Camilla J. Von Tress, who died Satur-
day morning at the residence of her
sister, MT R. J. A. Mackey, of that city.
The remains were accrimpanied to
Paducah by Mrs. Mackey and another
sister, Miss Nina Rabb, latter of
Chicago who vrassett the bedside of
/digs Von Tress When the latter died.
Yesterday5 afternoon at 2 o'clock
the furteial serviees vrere coadueted et
REEVES BANKRUP:




Judge Walter Evans Referred to
Referee the Papers in Differ-
ent ?roceedinga.
Referee E. IV Bagby, of the bank-
ruptcy court, yesterday evening went
to Wickliffe, Ky.. where ectay he takes
up the exceptions filed by creditors,
protesting against John Reeves being
granted a discharge in bankruptcy,
that gentleman having filed his peti-
tion. asking for the release- from alt
overhanging•debts. The referee ex-
pects to return tomorroo• sometime,
but will try to get back* tonight.
if possible.
Papers Referred.
Judge Walter Evans, of the United
States court at Louisville, has re-
ferred to Referee Bagby here the
papers in the instances where John
R. Tate and Charles Atwood have
filed petitions in bankruptcy. The
referee has set the 29th of this month
as the time for the first meeting of
the creditors, to file their claims and
have a trustee appointed to take
charge of the bankrupt estate This
meeting will be held here, wis44 on
the 3oth of this mioneh there will be
conducted the gathering of creditors
in the Atwood case, it being held at
Benton. A trustee will be chosen at
that time also for that estate.
Briefs Not Filed.
Referee Bagby yesterday said that
he would not bear the 'arguments in
the Moses Schwab bankruptcy case
until after the attorneys have filed
their briefs, which they have not yet
done. The referee cannot pass on the
Sto,000 question until after the
speeches are made by the lawyers
who orally review before him the evi-
dence introduced by both sides.
..--Our candies are fresh, pure and
wholesome. Made every hour..
HAWKINS BROS., 417 B'way.
REMOVAL NOTICE.
WE WISH TO INFORM THE
PUBLIC THAT WE HAVE
MOVED OUR FACTORY ANb
SUPPLIES FROM OUR OLD
QUARTERS AT 4031/2 BROAD-
WAY, TO 523 BROADWAY, IN
THE REGISTER BUILDING,
WE ARE NOW PREPARED TO
FURNISH OUR CUSTOMERS
WITH ANYTHING IN THE RUB-
BER STAMP LINE WE HAVE
ADDED TO OUR BUSINESS A
COMPLETE LINE OF OFFICE
SUPPLIES, AND WILL APPRE-
CIATE A SHARE OF YOUR PAT-
RONtAGE. AS WE ARE CONFI-
DENT WE CAN PLEASE YOU,
AND WILL WAIT ON YOU AT
YOUR PLACE OF BUSINESS
AND DELIVER TO ANY PART
OF THE CITY
WE ARE PREPARED TOMARE YOUR RUBBER STAMPSON SHORT NOTICE.
PADUCAH STAMP
& STENCIL CO:
Curtis F. Burnam., state - *senatorfrom Richmnred, Ky.. reentionedias a probable candidate for the re-publican legislative catscus namina-tion for United States aenator.
The bomb found Fri•day Ion Presi-dent Lottbet's train near Nom LaBretec-he turns out. to be aompoei-tion of clay, criisibed cowl, -nails andpaper soaked in petroleum.
A substantial in.creale in com-merce between the United Statesand the Philippines ie shown by es-timates for ten neotrths prepared byHee borean of etetistice.
Chatlec B. Barnes, ft:Mader agedvice pecoident of the St. ibbis dearin g honer, was accidentally killed at




SECOND YEAR IN BUSINESS
PADUCAH.




Solid Gold link Cuff Buttons
Solid Gold Brooch Pins, Diamond
set.
Solid Gold Lockets.
Solid Gold Crosses and
Chains.
Sterling Silver Spoons.
Sterling Silver Toilet Sets.
Sterling Silver Novelties.
Finest line of Cut Glass
Sterling Silver Bon Bon Dishes.
Solid Gold Spectacles and Eye
Glasses, properly fitted.
J. A KONETZKA, Optician.
21 years' experience. 3i1 B'svay. •
Paducah, Ky






and look around. We
are proud of our stock
of pianos and like to
show them. We can








THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A R0031, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
FOR THE srm.a. Eu:d OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY rY2c PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HMDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, toe, 15c,
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS. ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DES:GNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVii.ABLot Cot,.
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS 'PO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS,. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS at
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
MONS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE AIDO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADING% ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPER& .ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
• C. 
C 4 LEE
Omer locrili Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
30 SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH, KY
MAITIL, CIINfiER & CO.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Ins ranee Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Ma06 Broadway PhonesoOffice 385—Residence 1696
Holiday Opening.
SEE OUR LLNE OF XMAS
GOODS WHICH WILL BE ON
DISPLAY AFTER THE 15TH.
THE BEST VALUE FOR THE
MONEY IN THE CITY AT
PRICES FROM 25c TO $25 00.
ALVEY & LIST,








The taste of a cigar is affected
by its condition as well as the
grade of tobaco in it. If it is
too dry, it has a hot, smarting,
tongue-bitin gtaste. If it is too
moist, its taste is full of give.
tine.
Our cigars are kept just right








i` A Will preedee in SE courts al Ka&
‘‘ ITS HIGH TIME'
For you to begin laying up something for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits in this bank where
your money will beat workifor you at compoundain-










PADUCAH REAL ESTATt... WESTERN KENTUCKY FARI awnIMONTNLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT.
ICINTUCICY REALESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT. \








At Register Building, 523 Broauway.
JAMES E. WILHELM. President
:OHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-clam nail natter.
One Year  .15-00
Six Months  2.50
three Months   oas
One Week ...
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regulraly sitionM report the matter tee
The Register office at °neer Tele-
phone Cumbedand 31&
Tuesday Morning, Dec. 39., zgo5.
Berhn cables indicate that Ger-
many doesn't like the attitude of
France is the Moroccan matter and
may yet create a rumpus ere she is
appeased. The fact is it is said that
Germany is preparing to get into a
masa with France for satisfaction if
it is not tendered in some other de-
cisive way.
It is really said that Col„ John 113.
Thompson, of Harrocisbnrg, will be
,a. candidate for governor of the state
at the next eketion and will makes
the race at the anti-machine candi-
date. The 'statement • is receiving
much attection over the state wheth-
er a fact or not
.Ontigrew Hamilton., who lobbied for
The big insurance companies in the
state legielkuures, particularly at Al-
bany. refuses to return from Europe
to testify in the inestronce investiga-
tion at New York. He fears his
freedom, no doubt.
Turkey has yiekkd to the demands
of the powers as to Macedonia and
Venezuela has consented to comply
to the request of France.
The supreme court of Illinois has
again said that Johan Hoch, Cbica-
many el wife murderer, mint
crimes.
Cantrill after an absence of
r from thc bench has takeh his
in the court of appeals of the
ADDITIONAL PERSONALS.
Engineer J. A. aleL.inn, of the I.
C., !has returned from Chicago.
Miss Nellie Hisey bas returned
from Princeton, where she attended
the Fettit-Frayser wedding.
' • 'Mr. R. 'R. Sutherland, police and
fire cormnissioner, today leaves for
Les 'Angeles, Cal., with his datighter,
Was Clausie, for her health which
has been bad the past year. They
may remain there permanently, but
for two months anyhow.
Mrs. Victor Voris and .child leave
after Chrfstmas for Dallas. Texas, to
visit relatives. .
tarteases. Pat Grogan, Thomas W.
s, John Dorian, John T. Dome-
s *ferry Collins, Reed. CoCrearo
wn Lydon and Walter Seek yes-
, *May morning returned from Louis-
ville where they went the day be-
fore to attend the initiation of a class
'of seventy-five into the Knights 0f
Columbus lodge there:
Special Agent J. la. King. of the
isville division of the I. C., left
erday for Louisville. •
Mr. Jobe J. Kiger, of Princeton,
as here Snaday visiting his brother,
Mr. Charles Kiger, the drug demi-ruler.
General alianager 1. G. Rawn, Stmt.
Harry MeCourt of southern. lines, As-
*Want Chief Engiheer H. R. Safford
Zt Supt. A. H. Egan of ilie Louis-division, all of the I. C.. were
here Sunday, and after inspecting the
local shop., went to Princeton, and




Yesterday Manager Thomas W.
Roberts, of The Kentnekee. booked
"Mr.. Temipie's Telegraint_r' one of
the biggest and most ;ti.eleirisrate
comedy production out on the road\(,ch
this season. It will play here January
,. ,
Breach of Noce.
grIcary Davis, white, was arrested
last night by Officers Johnson and
Rogers on the charge of striking Jim
Luttrell, in the head with a pair of
brass knucke during a figlat in a sas
loon.
Bird Dog Gonek
Arnett 'Hodge, coklired, was
arrested by Detectives Moore and
Baker on the charge of stealing a
fine bird dog from Druggist George
.Rawleigh, of Sixth and Cloy Streets.
7
—Mr. Herbet 'Hoover, the type-
writer man who is also secretary of
, the Paducah Traveling Men's clpb,
yesterday resigned the latter place,




i (Contitoted front first page.)
ation for a period of five years, the
copcern not having asked when they
first started business here the relief
given in this regard to all new iosti-
tetions starting up. On reading the
iflalinance the cooneilmen saw where
it otated that there was exempted all
'the real estate owned by them and
used for "fbictory purpoeest" The
bill was killed on account of that fac
tory provision being in same, the
members taking the position that
Sherrill-Russell could lease some of
their vacant ground tei any otter par-
ty who could put up a factory and
he exempt under this ordinance. In
construing it is this manner the coun
ciimen did so by expressing them-
selves that the wording should any
everything was exernpeed if used by
Sleorill-R.nssel) for "planing or saw
mill factory purposes" and sot leave
existing the prevalent ambiguity,
which they said could be taken ad-
vantage of.
Second adoption was. given the or-
dinance exempting for five years
from tity taxes, the Hardy Buggy
company at Ninth and Harrison
streets. Long debates were held on
this measure. ,Wheo the buggy peci
was formerly occintied by the Fork-
ed Deer pants works, the lease pro-
vided that the Hardy's should pay all
city and other taxes on. the leascel
property. Same of he eounci
opposea eel easing fr taxation
thing except the 'ne .jittidPngs
buggy pro* consteucted, and rheir
maceittety and stock inside, and com-
pel payment of taxes in the future on
the bolding 'already .up, but Ingram.
Galltnan, 'Kolb, McBroom, Gehl-
schlaeger, . Riglesberger and Taylor
vote, to eiempt everything, and this
canned. • '
There was adopted the ordinance
exempting the Paducah Box an Bas
ket factory from city taxes for five
years, it being the new concern start
ing out 'nem the Union depot.
• Cooncitman Barnett, of the license
committee, informed the board that
the end of the year was close and
that some changes should be Made
as regvarde the licenses People will
have to pay next year to do business.
He thought the cosielattee should
take up this question right away in
order to get outlined by the first of
the year just what such business and
professions would have to pay dur-
ing ioeS, but after talking the mat-
ter over it was decided to let the
new incoming boards take up the
proposition, because the present dun
°erotic members go out the last of
this month and no new ordinances
could be drawn up and gotten
through all bodies by that time.
The wind-up of the council con-
ea.-tea of quite a "skinning match"
during which time Bill Hurrunel, a
former councilman, got the hide tak-
en off him for playing "byttinnicy"
once too often. Hon. Hal Corbett _
plaiok the butcher for the carving
performance, which received the
merited approval and applapse of ev-
erybody there. When the question
of compelling the East Tenor %gee
Telephone company to take a fran-
clase came up some months ago, the
council referred to Mr. Carbett and
other lawyers the ordinance provid-
ing foe the grant so it could be
drawn up and the old company not
allowed to charge my more for its
phones than the independent concern
did. Mr. Corbett was representing
the Commercial. club and citizens at
large in the flea the East Tennes-
see company was making against the
town in trying to run things without
a grant. The old company refused
afterwarde to buy the franchise, and
now a suit to "oust" them has 'been
instituted in the courts on the ground
that they are doing business without
perinieorion of the city to use the pub
lic highways for its poles and wires.
The company also gore ahead and
digs up die city thoroughfares with-
out permission. end in, ss.t dieregerds
the municipal autlenitici to and ob-
jectionable and serious extreme con-
demned by everybody. Now last
night Mr. Gorbett presented to the
council a, resolution directing the
board of pithlie wenits not to issue
the telephone company any character
of permit whatever until the private
corporation aomes to time. In. ex-
plainitaa the matter Mr. Corbett maid
he had good reasons to believe that
if the council adopted that resolu-
ta)* geltutting the telephone company
off altoictber, that the telephone 'pee
pie Weald come td time, buy a Fran-
chi-se and submit themselves to the
prevailing laws like any other cor-
poration In maicing lin talk ,Mr.
Conati viri4 he represented the Com-
mercial OA and business people at
large, and he had no sooner spoken
the words tiban "Hammy'," who was
sitting back out where the spectators
sit and whose burdensome presence4
is an objectionable part of all meet-
ings of the board, leaped to his feet
and "butted in," but by the time Mr.
Corbett got throngh with him he im-
mediately proceeded to ""butt out"
again. Humneell said that "he" was
a member of the board of directors
for the Commercial club and they
had not delegated Mr. Corbett tb
come before the council on the tele-
phone project. Acording to their eta
tom, the cotirreil 'had not called on
Mr. Hume/fell fee any euggestiono
and in nee& to his etrortg-headed
"butt in" Mk.. Corbett slchined him
alive.. asking -}fpnunel when Ilse be-
came die atellegoastituted goardian of
 Oar%
A Delayed Shipment of
Cut Glass and French Chino
Has just reacned us. We have but a few days to sell this and so WE MAKEOUR PRICES talk for us. Don't fail to see our showing of Dolls, Books, BiblesLamps, Fancy Chinaware, Pictures, Toilet Sets, Albums, Etc. Just the thingfor Christmas presents.
Prices are Cut on Hundreds of Items
Harbour's Book Department
ar 
A NEW STOKE WITH A NEW  IDEA
"CREDIT To ,THOSE WHO NEED It'
A. Pollock, the Manutacturshig Jeweler.
We are establishing our business in Paducah to get your business on a basisnew to the jewelry trade here. You pay a little down' and the balancewhen you can. This schemeis not only for you, Mr. Bond-Holder, or you,Mr. Property-Owner, but for any man or woman who has honest intentionsand a dollar or two to pay down.
this elves you a )Vlighty fine Chance to Buy Christmaepresents Without Crippling yourself.
And we sell for CASH, too, at prices which no jeweler in the city can hopeto equal because we manufacture our own goods either here or at our St.Louis store. You owe it to yourself to come to our opening Today and seeur magnificent display of Watches, Diamonds, Etc., before Christmas. Besure to see our window displays. It will pay you to come for miles to visitour stote.
" Remember, Our Store Opens Today...640 Broadway.
111111111111111111M111PWEIRMINIRINIMLrAIIIIIIIIII. -..r.-....----mr1111114sillEst.u.=111111111111111D 
IMONOMMUNimilarAtt a Nan° a
IMake Your Jewelry Selections at
WARREN &WARREN'S
New Store, 403 Broadway. Open.Evenings.
Our Holiday stock this year is the largest and most complete
we have ever carried, and we assure you that the quality is not,
surpassed in Paducah. Low price is an attraction at our store.
Every article is guaranteed to be the best, on the market. Re-
member the place, one door from 4th and Broadway.
WARREN & WARM - - JUKLURS
 4■1111,11111•1111111M11111111111111111MIINIMISI11111111111111111
the business nem of thi- city, wben
he happeived teaccorne the spokes-
risen fag the tali& at large, and in
fact who gave him authority to
"butt tar Mr. Corbett roasted him
hone &tart teelanit the word, being
so wpa'n7 if prind' they would burn
the paper before touching same.
When Mr. CorbettL got through, the
cOntIcii just to Ftlw what impres-
sion /itnnmere opposition created.
adopted Mr.. Corbett', resolution
once, then suspended the rules and
gave it final passage. Ordinarily a
resolution goes over several weeks
before finally ;grossed on. After the
eminent lawyer finished this roasting
party Humtitel eat quiet and had not
a word to any. Wheo 'he warn in the
centred, he always advocated tlb
fight the telephone company islept*
ting up against the city` and 'people,
but he "oohed fords" once too often
when he went up- againet Mr. Cor-
bett.
It was ordered thet the nrdinonce
committee bring * meseure ,,to retail
ing (he Western Union Teiegrarh
company to paint its Pole." tratite IV
the city. •
just at adjourning time President
In said at wae the last regu-larThz*,
n of ilia board and he want-
ed iiitank the members lawmaking
him the presiding officer the first of
this year. In return the members
tooter, hiro a vote of thanks, and
adjo e.tri was Oren taken.
—Take home an oyster loaf for
3 5C . , The y keep hot and delicious.
HAWKINS BROS.,. 4 i7 B'way.
Last night Mr. James Utterbacke of
The Kentucky theatre, received word
over the, long distance telephone from
Owensboro, Ky., that the "Busy lazy
Vacation" performance was one of
the largest attended and that the
troirpeone of the finest ever visiting
that o4t3,:. They played to a crowded
honsis.,and the Owensboro manager
receenheende the production as one
'45 cannot afford to be missed. It
comegobere this _plot itlog and plays
Ionia* at The Kentueky,
--Nil, and Mrs. B„. Angle of













Davie Island Dam, 4.9; falling.
St. Lewis, 5.7; standing.
Mt. Vernon, r3.5; falling.
Paducah, 18.2; falling.
The steamer Tennessee COMCS out
of the Tennessee river early this
morning and lays here until 5 o'clock
tbfrporrow afternoon before skipping
away on her retued that way. ,
This morning -at A o'clock theseskips away for Cairo • the steamer
Dick Fowler.' She comes back to-
night about 1 loo'ciPCIP.
the John S. Hopkins cOmerr in
!today from Evansville and leaves
immediately on her lotion that way.
The Jgere, Foivier left for Evansville,,
and returns again laci of' this week.
The. Rees Lee passedehere Sunday
en mate from Memphis to Cincinati.
She goes, to the latter place next
Thursday and starts. Ittlenediately on
her return this way..
The Peters feet*Suirday went down
for Memphis from Cincinnati. She
gets to the Bluff City tomorrow and
leaves there Thursday- en route baek
this way.
The City of Saltillo will come out
of the Tennessee river tomorrow
night and lay tip here 9n account of
winter weather Ailing the Missistippi
river with ice to the extent that it is
dangerous foredo bpats to run all
the way through to St. I:ottis.
Go to Stutz's for candies, fruits,
etc.. , We jead,othert .,
110eir57 as. hop* when you
latellikniaMiralt Ohl Unique, Sun-
daill iiModkiee.
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Largest Stock  Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed- Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture -Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
SALES ROOMS sap 6 207 2 a SOUTH THIRD STREET
A SAD DEATH
F. S. WEATHERLY, AN EX-PA-
DUCAHAN, DIES IN CAL!-
- FORNIA.
.1•Ise Announcement Tomes as a SM-.
prise to Friends Here for Two-
fold Reason.
Frank S. Weatherly, a wilhom Pa-
ducahan, died about Jte it of this
month M Los Mtg
11th
, Cal., where
be bad been makilhis home for
some years. The s act is gleaned
from excerpts from Los Angeles pa-
pers and letter recejped by Mayor
)(time from Mr. W. Vint, also
formerly of this, city ut now resid-
ing in the California city named.
M. Westtherly's flOgV.,
statements of the Los Angettehapa-
pers, occurred seder Unusually sad
circumstances. laIt stated Oita he
died from the effect:a of starvation
forced largely by the lack at funds
and his failure to make his condition
,known, because, it is thought, of his
.pride and the results of A severe
merging of his face through the ex-
plosion of a gasoline isiove which he
was using. -e
Mr. Weatherly was torn th Padu-
cah and was aged abate fifty years
HIS father was Mr. Weatherly, the
well known and respected tailor
whom old citizens will 
conducted a merchant tailoring r:Th
lishment there in the ecis„ 6o's and
N's, and lived on Broadway about
where the VanCulin book store is
now /neatest, bis residence 'o‘cpying
the same ground now covered by the
Rieke block. In earty manhood Mr.
Weatherly became connected with
the retail dreg home condueled then
by Dr. Veber, at Third' and Jack-
son streets, and remised with him
,for seven yews, becoming one of theI best pharmacists in tit city: When
• * school lad Mr. Wilathetly was
known as one of the Moat studious,
Atired and gentlemenlyi little fellows,
and when he entered lig chosen pro-
feesion he changed none in his atm-
acter. There was perhaps never a
more loyal employe in the eiff•than
was Mr. Weatherly and his atten-
tion to business was so.marked that
it seas the comment of those who
piatroaleed the establishment. So
were hie habits. witichr could hardly
have been more pfecise or correct.
Winn he rather soddenly announced
*kilt about 1875 that he had decided
401 tetire pateonstof the home wete
is much surprised as was his em-
',foyer, and when he soddenly and
father mysteriously left the city to
Igo West surprise over h actions in-
tressed. There was rs6 explanation
sad even his aged father‘and mother.
who deeply loved him sa their only
chhd and a son of whom to be
proud, could tell inquiring friends
nothing. Mr. Weatherly went West,
apparently, as his friends became im-
pressed. to Inee bitumen, for' the
wrote but little to his parents or
'friends and finally ceased to write
to any one. Years ago his parents
grew to think he had died in the wide
West somewhere and both later died
I peektps without the lostierledge that
be Will lived. They left an estate
which finally went to a sfendoon, Mr.
arvey Kidd, who now jives in Ar-
kansas. he acquiring full thee*
the law and on a legal !aviation o
the death of the eon.
This dis sevely was followed by the
relief needed and Mr. Weatherly was
taken to the Good Samaritan hospi-
tal of Lies Missiles, but it was too
late to oryt,igirk jri, only lived a
day or so 'and dice, gatlifitat to, go
and almost without a word about
himself except that he was born in
Kentucky, that his name was Frank
S.;Weatiterly, and bow he came to be
-1'therlgurect. He *aid be had sonic
reintliathinflkmtuckylma didn't Care
for them. He also said be had a
vahsed friend is- Loa Angeles, but de-
int?1,14t,oruse hints There was no
• men-rent as *hat became of his
remains, but they were no doubt bar-
ied in Los Angeles, and pet4saps by
the Kent uc kia nal . there, as no advice
caiwg4 ftiends here of
1rza ...Weatherly awed may
appear; wail a singular ett , wits
a boy and man friend hero are
clouded oats, by his
pleased to renrember.eZ74razife
he could have had no family troubles
or love affair. He prank:ed...always
• hirgeseselist-intillitions and fifria atn-
bi9on totast have had much to do
with his lift and its sad ending. His
life story, would, as said, make one
in ceisos, with. which fiction
would pale, but this story largely
died with him. It is well, no doubt,for its knowledge could do no one
any particular good.
In view of these factil the a
Pliminosment of Mr. Weatherly
death area the circumstances co
ed therewith come as iddeed a sur-
prising and a most shocking..
The Los Angeles paper said he
lived there, under his own tame, for
some years, being a pharmacist of
. credit. They also speak of his ittav-
ing once had money. They ear also
that tome time since he was, injured
by the explosion of a gasoline stove.
hie nose being bunted about off, hie
face frightfully disfigured otherwise,
so much so that he became a lies-
Sous object to himself. This affliction
caused him to wear a mask and seek
seclusion and few people were ever
'permitted to see hint. He seems to
have in his seclusion devoted this
time to some patent which he hoped
!would give lid an•independent living
and which it is said he had but late-
ly perfected and sent to Wsithington.
It is also laid that he 'had spent all
Iii? motley and had literally starved
himself to death in his qttarters rath
er than aok for assistance. The land-
lord of the room she rented knew he
was a recluse, but that was about
all. He save this tenant ,little if at
all; but missiing his movements about
his room hecaMe suspicions and in-
,vestigated. finditigfan its an sigh*




ANTE-C.II RI STMAS ACCIDENTS
COMMENCING LITTLE
EARLY.
Burstham Boy Had Face Badly
- Burned With Powder, While Col-
ored Lad Was Shot in Back.
It teems that the ante-Christmas
accident, are cotroirsg forward pretty
early this year, as yesterday two
youngsters were shot by the careless-
ness of playmates. There seems to
,be sold by come of the merfiajsqp‘a
little pistol thaalti&lat rasa um.-
cent toy affair, but with it much
harm can be dime, sit it 4fts Ifirefrital
into wbich can be inserted one of
the small twent-two cartridges, and
N Was .iriffi'lltese that the harm of
yesterday was effected. Chief Collins
of the police force has issued orders
that anyone found with one of the
miniature fire•sers, be arrested.
ONE TAYLOR CLAIMS THAT
WILL HOUSE THREATEN-
ED -RIM.
Continuance Until Last of Month
Case Charging John Smedley
With Shooting King.
. . .,
Yesowdey **ening in the...Po/ice
court Waal Hoarse was too on
$300 bond to keep the peace towards
u man named Taylor, the latt:r
claiming. that House had threatened
his life as the result of a bad feeling
between them. House is the man
who Satutalay night dasEed thVi
.fla f.swinging doom/ at the c ' 11
and escaped white Offiper John Ana- ,
tin was cerryingi trim ansin he epics%
'
office to the rail below. Taylor is
the oee-eyed man who fewnerly kept
the elothidg store on Kentucky ave-
nue near Secood street.
i Pete Thotnipson was given a con-
tinuance until one week from tontor-
rom of the case charging him with a
breach of the peace. . .
There. was. continued until the 3oth
of this month the case charging John
Smedley witb *rooting Conductor
Thomas King on the street cart near
Third and Norton streets ten night,
ago King is still at the hospital! and
onsble to attend court, tbere4orethe
continuance was given.
Mrs. Wilhite was fined St.and the
cot e for being drunk, as was Chas.
Floyd.
Bertha Shields and Mabel Martin
were acquitted of the breach of the
pkace charge.
0' Until next Saturday was continued
ler breath of the peace warrant
.ipitt Tom Parker.
Bert West, colored, was dismissed.
He was the negro found loitering
around Braber Frank Just's home, on
North Sixth street, severof nights
ago.
ThfLe, los. Oro diemar‘rd 0,4
breach df the peace charge‘iagaittst
G. H. Chandler.
tAstil terday was continued the case
charging- the Starks-tnlman Saddlery
corapany web refusing to hake out a
merchant's license entitling them to
melt their goods to the consumer di-rect.
Burnham Boy Hurt.
About 6 o'clock last evening Mas-
ter Cyde Burnham, son of Mrs.
Lottie Burnhans of 423 South Ninth
itreet, was skating up and down the
concrete walks on Clark between
Ninth and Tenth on roller skates.
Several lads were with him, and dur-
ing their frolic little Willie Walters
put a blank cartridge into his pistol
and tired it rigt in the face of the
Burnham boy, with result that the
powder most painfully burned the
flesh, but fortunately did not injure
the lads eye*
Colored Boy Shot.
Yesterday at ii ii Jests Tillman.
a to-year-old colored boy, imagined
benself the Ruttiest arstry,-.vriah in-
tention of gettilig himself a Jar,. and
with that he cracked down at Gla4dis
McFadden. colored, and idiot the lat-ter in the right shoulder blade at the
colored school building tat -Eighth
Ohio streets. The two lads were
I lag at the time, and 'Men had
'of those.: little pistols OA shoot
egney.twat cararidge. Hie said to
ihnodlifficisys that he wanted a Jap.
'IrobulINt jest did enter the skin of
aritt Rogers went
out ter Tillman who was locked up
while tile other boy was sent home- .
LOCAL NEWS
Mrs. E. L. Whitesidem, osteopath,
6ot% Broadway; Phones, Old 143z,
New, 76z
Miss Runge public stenographer,
Palm* House.
-MY, and Km. Adolph Wed have
a fiae,new girl baby at Weir horde on
Broadway near Twelfth street.
-Mrs. Thad Eeleingtoti is recover-
ing from an attack of pneumonia at
bet home, A20 Adams street.
-Word from St. Louis is that Mr.
Moire% Bloom continues getting bet-
ter.
-President Charles ftsinwn, of the
K-1-T .baseball league, that incindes
Paducah, has arranged for a meeting
the second Sttnday in Jantniry, at
which time. there will'iather at East
St. Lords representstives Irom. all the
aities signifying their &Ate to enter




-Our candies are fresh, pure and
wholesome. Made every hour..
HAWKINS BROS., 417 B•way.
OVER MED
CHARLES WHEELER, COL-
ORED. DISMISSED, BUT AR-
RESTED AGAIN.
Tom Trimble, Colored, Charged
With Stealing Bicycle and Selling
It to Another Party.
Charle4. Wheeler, colored, teems to
play that game 'Atit again, in again"
as yesterday morning in the circuit
court he was dvsruissed on :.the.
charge of Ming al accessory toNthe
theft of $65 from, tire house of Mike
Iseman at Fourth. Anti Washington
streets lust softener. He was so
jubilant and happy ever the telencel
that he proceeded- tolcelebrate and ir
was only a few hours until 011111tris
Johnson and Rogers had- hint arrested
on the charge of being drunk
Wheel -Stolen.
-Detect“,es Wore and Baker yes-
terday arrested Tom Timble, colored,
and lockedt him up on two different
charges, one of obtaining money by
false pretenses, and the other of
grand larceny.
It is claimed that Trimble stole the
,bicycle of the little son cif -Mts. Allie
Ogilvie anta(sold the bike to Richard
Simons, colored; who in turn disposed
of same to Mfkon Brooks. The de-
tectives saw Brooks riding same yes-
terday, and on his being quizzed
it was discovered- front whomi he pur-
chased it.. The sleuths then went to
the St. Nicholas hotel where Trimble




E. Richardson and George Per
were both arrested last evening
by Officers Johnson and Rogers on
the chum of being drunk.
..-0,hoW good. Candies. at Haw-
kins Bales, et7 Broadway. Factory
PUT UNDER BOND COLD On BAO WEATHER CALL FOR THOUGHTS OF
SHOES
OLD-JACK FROST WILL BE GETTING IN HIS WORK IN A FEW DAYS It'• -PROM1SES4-1' 0 BE ONZ„.OF LONG DURATION, THEREFORE IT BEHOOVES YOU TO SEE25.4A-11 YOUR FEET ARS WARMLY SHOD, YOUR SHOES WATER AND COLD PROOF, IFYOU WOULD AVOID ILLNESS
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, AND TH'E BABIES, WE HAVE THE BEST LINESOF SHOES THE MARKETS AFF.ORD. •
FOB MEN THE PLORSHEIM, THE FAMOUtW. L. DOUGLASS, THE EDWIN CLAPPAND SEVERAL OTHER VERY EXCELLENT MAKES.'Ott WOMalt, WE HAVE THE BEST LINES OF Sz.00, $3 oo AND $3.50 SHOES THOSEPRICIIS WILL BUY.
FfOIR CHILDREN; WE HAVE THE SHOES THAT STAND THE ROUGH USAGE CHILDRENPUT THEM TO AT PRICES TO SUIT.
AND FOR THE BABIELNE HAVE OUR PRIDE LINES:
Lendler Lydon








With a Big Beauty Contingent in
Busy Iziy's
Vacation
AN dkI_. NEW ONE.
Vie? kKiitrAWC4111/1W4C.at P rre *etre
eye. --grins
The kind of music that
whistle.
The great big erktvir of Ginger and
Snap
so CLEVER PEOPLE-
' 3so MAISIC4L NUMBERS
Prices: 25, 35, so, its and $t.00.







and a superior company in a nmjes-




New fire proof scenic equipment.
Novel electrical effects.
• Rich and correct costuming
Startling battle 'tableaux and every
Advantage.
Prices: as. 3s, so, yr, and $r oo








7th & Cloy OIL robiso A& Jackson f&s.. pilaw estSeventh and Tennessee.

















Silver Toilet Sets 
Back Combs . .
141.rnalieonet sietsall kinds
Cut Glass Bowls 
Cut Glass Turnblers, per set of six..
Italian Terra Cotta Vases ..

















Paper Cutters  
• Hat Brushes  
Umbrellas  
Match Boxes











50 tO 5 00
.25 to 5.00
.50 to 500
5.00 to 25 on
76 to 500
50 to 8 oo
100 to 10 00
3.00 to 15.00
2.00 10 8 oo
.6o to to oo
t.00 to 5 oo
.. $25 00 to $125 oo
.... 3.00 to to oo
  5.00 to t5 00
  1 50 to moo
  I 75 to 12 00
so to to oo
so to 200.)
.50 10 10 00
  1.50 10 7 50
  2.75 to 60o
.75 to to oo
  250 10 10 00
  1.00 IO 7.50
  150 10 500
  I oo to 10 00
50 10 200
  1.00 to 300
  4.50 to 10 00
• 75 to 500
.5o to zoo
FOR THE LITTLE ONES.
Salver Mugs 
Brush and Comb Sets
Sterling Spoons . 






























"If You Buy it at Wanner's Its Good."
Wanner, Jeweler.




























-No old stock at Hawkins Bros.
Everything new and up-to-date.
417 Broadway, - - 'Phone 962.
Go to Stutz's for candy.
-Why tinirry at home whet\ you
get special dinner at the Unique, Sun-
days and week-days.
HAWKINS BROS., 417 B'way.
Go' to Sttitee for candy.
Notice.
J. T. Walbert Camp Confederate
Veteran*, meet at city hall this even-
ing at 7.:30 o'clock. Election of offi-
cers for the ensuing year and other
important buoinese will he transacted
W.. ft.' PATTF-RSON, AdJ.
B. H. SCOTT, Corn.
PRESIDENT MC ALL
HAS PNEUMONIA.
New York, Dec. Ia.-President
John A. McCall of the New Yolk
Life Insurance company is, accord-
ing to a story printed today, very ill
at his home, 54 West Seventy-second
streeL Mr. MoCall, the ,report says,
was taken down with grip on Monday
last and contrary to the advice ofchia
physicians, he attended on Wednes-
day a meeting of the directors of the
New York Life Insurance company.
Since then Mr. McCall. has heels down
with pneuntooits,
Exclusive agents, I vlikoodali. Ky..
coal, clippings* for kindling, five cents
















Mr. George Sidney's appearance
here as a star in That musical absurd
ity, "Busy Izzy." will be distinctly
remembered as one of the big mtoi-
cal comedy ,successes of the .season,
and the announcement of his coming
to The Kentucky torrighewithah
tirely new fun velricle, entitled
"But,' lzzy's Vacation," will un-
doubtedly be hailed as pleasant news
by all. The new production witl re-
quire the services of a half hundred
tx-ople, embracing some of the lead-
ing comedy exponents in fhe profea
wio among whom are- • the well
-re favorites,, Cairie Webber,
atherine Rowe Palmer. Nettie
O'Brien Redding. Madeline Brough-
ton, Matt Kennedy, Sid H. Forrester
Chas. LoMier, Harry E. Baker and
a big chorus of girls and begs. The
scenic surround-ings are are all new
and especially attractive.
The first act takes place in the
Grand Central station depot, New
York City, where we find "Busy
Izzy" preparing to depart with his
friends upop a vacation tour. It is
safe to say that many ludicrous in-
cidents of travel transpire in this act.
The costuming is up to date with aH
the glitter and glamor of New York
• fashions, and a. large contingent of
show girls figure prominently. The,
second act is at Ocean View.  Cali.
forte*. The artist has prodriccd a
real art study in this o.-tting, the va-
rious tirits of the glorious tropical
scene being harmoniously brought
get. The seeroundings depict a view
,Veof the Pacific ocean, with the setting
:.ann brighterving all with its soft
light. The. eccrie is one of grandeur
to look upon. and the- actiOn of the
piece. viraciotree—sparkling with color
and teeming with life.
•
"Rickard III." •
John Griffith is coating -here on
Thursday night. the 2l -t. to play
Sitakesecarc's tragedy, "King Rick-
ard the Third." at The Kentucky
No actor of the present day seems teol
illattf the physical* and mental quali-
ties of Mr. Griffith, so far as, fitness
for this mutt aocintes role ill concern-
ed. He represents the apitnated,
strenuous type of actor---ehe' big,
manly, wholesome fellow who ap-
peals to admirers ,of rtsgged. lrelth-
ful His devotion to
Shakespeare is almost abnormal, and
there's no apparent limit `o the en-
thusiasm the displays in, his repre-
sentation of the dominant characters
in the great master's plays. On the
occasion of his coming visit his man-
ager promises the support of a Most
excellent company, witb brilliant
oceeic and costume equipment. Mr.
Griffith's appearance as Richard has
in every city of his route, caused
great enthusiasm and drawn tremend
ens audience,.
▪ —Why worry at home when you
get special dinner at the Unique, Sun-
days and week-days.
HAWKINS BROS., 417 I3'way.
Nearly all the vessels arriving at
New York from lower Atlantic coast
points report having passed through
ocse of,,the severest storms ever
'known there.
S. Stan-hope Orrk, professor cm( r-
itus, of Princeton University, and
11% one of the foremost, soholars in the
United States, died of paralysis at
Harrisburg, Pa.
6 TAX NOTICE
COUNTY CLERK'S OFFIcE AT-
TACHES NOW PREPAMII G
THEM.
People Whose Property Was Sold
for Taxes Have Two Years in
Which to Redeem.
•
County Clerk Charles Graham and
his deputies are now busily engaged
sending ont 7e0 notices to as -many
propert yowners of this et,ty and
county officially informing them of
the fact that Sheriff Lee Potter two
week; ago from yesterday held a pub
lic sale at the county court house!
doon and sold to the state and coon-
the property of the tend owners
mho have failed to pay the taxes due
..an,ti year to the commonwealth and
county The attaches have just fin-
ished writing out the notices which
are being prepared for mailing.
The people whose property was
sold for delinquent taxes have two
years -in which to redeem their land,
and by doing this they have to pay
the regular .tax, the penalty added
for not paying in time, the cost of
the-sale, and also the costs incidental
to sending out the notices, etc.
Today the fiscal court meets in
special 5ession for the purpose of
making'a settlement with the sheriff
for the taxes due the county from
him. The doctnnents are all up in
form and the magistrates, who com-
pose the court, have noth-ing to do
but go over them- and see that the
county commissioners checked same
lip properly, the !atter having to do
this with the sheriff.
Sheriff Potter expects to go to
Frankfort the last of next week to
settle with the state auditor for the
taxes due the commonwealth from
McCracken county.
Lye- -•-- ; • -
417 Broadway, - - 'Phottz 962.
Commissioner of Corporations Gar
field. in -his annual report. defends
hit figures on the beef industry, and
announces that his -speCtal report on
the oil business via/ be transmitted
to the presiftent ei an early day. In
clos'rio be makes sortie 5uggestions
a:. to congressional legislation.
The officers of the British steamer
Arramnore are indignant over the ac
tient of a Frenerh steamer, supposed
to be the freighter Bordeaux, in re-
filling to come to their aid when
eignaled that the Arranmore was on
fire anti in-n danaterotts, condition.
THE COMING YEAR.
WHAT "OLD MOORE," TEN
PROPHET, SAYS OF 1906.
Events of Importance in Nation and
State Are Foretold by This
Genius of World-Wide
Fame.
It is a thousand pities that some
affoit has not been made to secure for
the state the services of "Old Moore,"
' that genius of almanac fame who,
1
 for over 200 years, has kept the world
well informed of the good and bad
LW:1*i to come, says a London paper.
I
If our statesman could only be made
to realize the true value of his eery-
lees they would surely 'lose no time
In installing him somewhere in the
region of Whitehall with the regal
splendor of a permanent official, and
I! he would oblige by continuing to
see things in the future the prime
minister might do worse than accept
MIS tips as to parliamentary procedure.
For example, Old Moors tells, us
that in January next, "from the Med-
iterranean we shall hear of some new,
which for a time will create excite-
ment in the nary. Many will be the
reports circulated to deceive the pub-
lic, but we shell soon learn that Ger-
many is at the bottom of all this un-
expected agitation on the part of Great
Britein." Now, if all this were whia
pered into the private ear of Mr. Bal-
four instead of being made common
knowledge, he would doubtless see to
It that our navy estimates were in-
greased in the meantime.
There are other interesting predic-
tions for the initial month of 1906,
but let us see what February has in
store for us. "London is likely to be
startled about the end of the month
by the news that a`great number of
anarchists have arrived from all parts
of the continent." How much better
If Sootiand Yard were put in posses-
sion of this piece of news exclusively
by Old Moore the permanent secre-
tary of coming events.
"There is likely to be considerable
agitation now by the cleres of his
majesty's post office. • • • Old Moore
is pleased to predict better pay 'and
few-'r hours of continuous labor." This
is the prediction for Ma-eh---n fore-
cast that will doubtleas interest Lord
Stanley, the postmaster general and
kin staff of "bloodsuckers sad black-
mailers," as he is pleased to call them.
Soreiy it would have been better had
the agreeable news of more pay and
fewer hours come frozn his lordship.
In March there is, we observe, going
to he more fuss over Morocco. Will
Mr. Balfour please sot.?
But as we progress we realise how
valuable an meet Old Moor* would be
to powers other than ourselves. Per-
haps. after all, • few powers Vold
be well advised in mint:lining a es
cure or "corner" his predictions. Yew
Instance, our American cousins will
have trouble with their bluejacketa,
who will, In April. desert in large
numbers. It would be wise, of course,
to seed the fleet to sea, so that the
men would have a good swim for
liberty.
It might be thought that we have
made out a sufficiently strong case for
Ilse states engagement of Old Moore,
but, lest there should be any doubt,
we will quote a few more 1906 predic-
tions, to as to strengthen the argu-
ment put forward.
In May there is to be yet another
great religious revival, and Any peo-
ple will go to jail rather than meekly
to submit to paying increased rates
(so that our prison accommodation
ought to be enlarged). In June our
old and tried friend, the horse, will
have realised that he Is no match
for be motor car, and will peacefully
retire from the streets and turf. Efook-
les should make a mental note of this!
1 Startling news will come from Rus-
sia in August, and the following
month a heavy war cloud will hang
, over the whole of Europe, Great Brit-
ain In particular.
One division of the imperial Chin- j
ese commission appointed by the em-
preset dowager to study the govern-
ments of Japan, France, America and
other countries, will shortly arrive
in Washington. They will spend
two months at the capital.
Mrs. George Lashaway, her dough
ter-in-law, Mrs. E. L. Lashaway,
and the latter's two-year-old baby,
were instantly killed at Weston, 0.
They were riding in e carriage when
a C.. H. & D. train struck the v.!-
hiele.
Seven trendred men were 'thrown
ttltt of employment by a fire. Which
deettnyed the main building of the




"Strange accidents will sometimes
happen to deer," writes a Scotch hunt-
er. "A hind in Caithness came to some
crofter's hut near the forest and Was
poking aboirt to see if there was any-
thing ebe could pick up, when she found
&Wield tin pail lying in some out-of-the-
way corner. In went her nose and dowh
came the handle behind her ears. Then,
somehow, the whole pall slipped dawn
her neck and there she was, caught.
She was seen several times with her
strange necklace, which prevented her
from drinking or feeding properly. The
clatter when she got under way was
tremendous and the other deer were
frightened for miles. Several unsuc-
cessful attempts were made on her life.
but I never heard the sequel. Anyhow,
she must have died soon from nervous
prostration coupled with the Shock, or
from some ladylike disease of that sorb"
Tried to Bribe Him.
"The first box of cigars I ever re-
celeee was in a curious way." recently
remarked Capt. Thomas "It
was when I walked a beat, and that was
, some time ago, so there's no use in men-
tioning natnes. It as about 11. o'clock
on a fine night, and I was in a nice real-
dence district on the West side.
I "All of a sudden a man came rushing
out of a fine house with a box of cigars
In his hands. '
"'Do you hear that singing?' he de-
manded, pointibg peat door. 'Do you
bear that?
"'I certainly tdo; I replied, for, sure,
It was the lotideet I ever heard.
"'Officer,' said the man, 'these are
perfectos. I'll give you the WI if
rush in that bonne and ask who's being
I murdered,' "—Nana.; Rif -*vend.
AN ITAUAN EMBROIDER:1
Pull Directions for Doing This V
Pretty But at Same Time
Simple Needlework.
This embroidery, which hails from
Italy, is very easy, effective, and ap-
plicable to all kinds of articles. It
can be done on serge, Roman satin, art
linen, or brown holland. As will be
seen by Our illustration, the Ides is
that of repeated squares placed on end,




















• &Weeper READY TRACED FOR
WORKING.
flowers are embroidered. Between
this central space and the outer line
are bars worked closely in satin stitch,
done in various shades of one color.
The example before us is worked on
brown Lain, the little flowers in the
worked example being embroidered
thus: The sterns are in outline stitch,
Ike leaves in sleeting stitch, the Rawer
12 straight across satin stitch with a
French knot in the middle.
All this embroidery of the flowers
and leaves le done in the twisted em-
broidery Peri-lusta cotton, the frame-
work in &bra In the stout quality.
All the leaves and stems are green,
two or three shades being used,
though never more than one in any
one leaf or flower, the latter being
light yellow with • darker French
knot in the center.
The framework Is done in five
shades of stout blue Pert-lust cotton.
The number of bars permits of four
rows of each shade, beginning from
the lightest at the top. AU the shedes
are used oonaecutlyely, and as I have
said in four bars of each, exceptins
the darkest shade, there being only
space for three bars In that one
The sides of the Inverted square are
five Inches, the framework being 'MO
inch and a half at its widest part. The
limp smote is three inches aqurre.
The bars are half an hick wide If you
use finer cotton they can be ruled a lit-
tle narrower.
Care must be taken in working to
have the outer and inner edge quite
clear, with no projecting stftches. In
fig. 2 you see how the first or topmost
row Is embroidered. Work your
stitches side by side in a perpendicular
erection, making them so close to-
nos. 2 AND •
gether that no trace of the material is
seen between them. Work from the
top, downwards, and not vice versa
In fig 3 you see bow the next and
succeeding rows are done Work U
possible into the very same holes
through which the threads for the up-
per row came out. Do not leave a the
between the rows, and if you find it
tiresome always to put your needle in
where the other row came out ds it
as near as you can. There is no One
of stitching put between the rows, and
If the foundation is seen it is very
ugly.
Outline stitch used for the sterna is
seen in fig. 4. This is sometimes called
stem and at others Kensington stick.
Begin at the bottom and work up-
wards, taking up eery a little of the
material on your needle. sad making
your stitches opposite each other.
4n fig. 5 the straight satin stitehea
seen are used for the lees. Work
OTHER STITCHES DESCR1B$D.
straight across and let your, edges be
quite clear and even.
In fig. 6 the slanting satin stitch
for leaves is seem
The French knot seen in the center
of the flower Is not illustrated, as it is
AO well known. Bring your needle
out where the knot is to be, twist
your thread round it two or three
times, and, holding the twists down
with your left-band thumb, draw the
needle through and then put the needle
in again to the same place from
whence it first came out. A line of
gold cord is sewn down all round the
the girl whose latest- fad was cooking.
It caused much merriment, as each
girl found herself.
I Another up-to-date hostess evolve I
an unusual way of having her guests
find their partners at an informal eve-
ning affair.
The company was a large one and
she desired to mingle the guests U
much as possible. So she gave each
man a paper and pencil, introduced
him to a lady, telling him to talk wit:
her for five minutes and then write a
' minute description of her gown, gen.
erai appearance, hair, etc., etc.
Atte' ten minutes the papers wer.
chlitteelkle- Ateletfreshment time thole
slips were scattered promiscuously
among the men anti they were asked
to fine the lady who answered to the
description on their paper and take
her to supper.
Here is a description of a table ar-
rangee. for a birthday party of a ten-
year-old girl. It was so beautifully
simple in design and detail that ea)
mother could carry out the scheaw
with very little trouble or expense.
The guests were 24 in number.
To save table linen. an it was in the
country, and laundry work at a pre-
mium, the table was set with pink
crepe tissue paper mats. The cake
which was the center of attraction
was a large angels' food, iced with
white and decorated with candied
cherries and spikes of citron. Around
the cake was a barrel hoop,.vound
with pink paper and ferns. In this
hoop pink candles were stuck The
holders can be pasteboard with *hart
tacks in the end, such as are used ot
Chrtstmas trees. There were just at
many candles as the hoop would bold,
they represented "the years to come.'
On a small hoop right close up to the
cake were ten pink candies, while
right In the middle of the cake was
met tall candle, "the year to grow on."
Bouts of flowers were at the four car
tiers of the table, with plates of chick.
ea ikaadwiches, salted almonds, lemon-
ade with cherries In it. and tall glasses
filled with plain vanilla ice cr-am. The
cream had a tablespoonful of whippiel
create on top. capped by a Maraschine
chen-y.' Paper napkins were used sae
' snapping" caps, so dear to childisb
heartr. were the favors.
FOR THE ELDERLY WOMAN.
All Black Not the Proper Chotee—The
Beauty of Pals Blue Against
White Rat:.
It is the worst possible policy for the
middle-aged woman to dress in unre-
lieved Mack. flare is nothing more
unhaboatiag to such a wearer, as only
the bright rase tints of the young face
can satisfactorily bear black close to
it Plenty of white of dainty freshness
in the shape of collar, or ruffle, or vest
will so zniodity the severity of a bleak
sews as to make it not only becom-
ing, but gives the impression, which
is particularly attractive for the eider-
ly wombs. 4 tastidimisem, nicety sal
spotleessesa
Light colors are also becoming to
middle-amid women, and light blue is
especially the crowning beauty of the
woman who has white hair. • discreet
use of pink is also attractive eves on
elderly women, discreet meantag In the
use of touches in either blue or pink,
which is a different matter from in-
dulging in the overyouthfulness of an
all pink or pale blue gown. A few folds
of pale pink velvet or chiffon on a
black net toque or lam straw hat Is
charming on an elderly wearer, while
pink roses, If tucked under the brim of
a lace-edged bat, never seem ton much
One of the prettiest effete possible
was that of a jetted toque, the jetted
black net almost covering the frame,
but revealing the white net with which
It was "filled," underneath Twisted
from under the crown and earning
through to the outside at the back wan
a trail of pale blue velvet, which held
a bunch of the tiniest pale blue ostrich
tips which clustered down over the
gentles-faced wearer's white hair.
White is especially fitting fee' a
grandmother's dress, and all the white
laces cf stately effect which can be res-
er:et...tad or procured by the woman of
70 should be treasured religiously and
combined with white silk ,tor 'Seining
dresses. instead of being combined with
black, o• given away to younger aa
pirante for their loveliness. White lace
and *kite silk is a thousand times
more attractive for the elderly wont-
an's evening wear than black lace and
black silk., and where black lace IS
used it should be lined with white
htffon or lightened with jet gaenftures
and pale blue
Relaxing.
Ten minutes of perfect relaxation
gives more rest than hours of so-called
resting with tense muscles. Many a
woman bas been heard to say after
arising from, her siesta that she feels
more tired than before. It is not to
be wondered at, for her munefea were
unrelaxed and her brain much dis-
turbed. Rest with utter abandonment
of mind and body. Let the bed, touch
or filialr beer the whole weight o the
body. Imagine that you have not the
power to lift a limb. Loosen all ten-
sion, 'and in a short time you will
feel renewed strength.
An Afternoon Call.
ln making an afternoon call a man
neually leaves his overcoat, cane or
umbrella, hat and gloves in the hall
before entering the drawing-room. At
a first or esneedingly formal call he
may, if he choose, carry his hat, glom'
and cane into the room, if the call is
to be a very brief one. He should put
t his card on the tray which the serv-
ant extends to him as he enters the
I room.
outer and inner edge: Thread the end Crystal Hatpins.of the gold cord • info a large-eyed Hatpins 'with crystal headls, or withchenille needle with sharp potat, and j an opaque colored bead for a head, arepalk throttlitt to the wroaita4b. DM" •, worn. .
*way She KV
jay, fintembie—What's the
Where's the new servant girl?
Mrs. Subbube—Oh, George, it was
a misunderstanding. I told her she
had better dust this morning, and the
first thing I knew she had dusted.—
Philadelphia Preen.
Experience Warned Him.
Mrs. Nuwed tin alarm)—John, dear,
you're very pale. What can be the mat-
ter with you? 1
Mr. Nuwed (firebly)—Oh, nothing,
darling. I thought that was a new cook-
book you were reading.—Judge.
FBARFUL NUISANCE,
First Johnnie—The acoustic proper-
ties of this house are very good, don't
von think?
Second Johnule—No, I think they are
beastly rotten. I eould hardly hear My-
self Speak in our own boa, and I had to
positively strain my ears to bear what
they were saying le the next ens!
A 'Desirable abed.
The stork one day
Had lost its way,
Was teed and full of rancor
And asked the. child
That at it smiled
Where it would lab to anchor.
The kid was wine.
As you'll sinuilso.
And muresereet to the birdies • .
"Just take me Mars
To New York tows
To dear Po McCurdy.
Would Be Better.
"This cheese is full of holes." com-
plained the probpective purchaser.
"Yes, sir," said the proprigeor.
"That's right."
"Haven't you got one with the holes
full of chewer --Cbleaso Sue.
earl,
Why. Rio Hesitated.
"Can you not elm by looking in my
eyes what is in my heart? Then
do you hesitater
"I can read what you've got in your
heart, but I can't read what you've gut
in the bank."—Houston Post.
No Need in lier Casa.
Notary--You acknowledge, madam,
that the signing of this paper is your •
own voluntary set, and without °ono
put—
Mrs. Woken (hastily interrupting)—
! do.—Chicago Tribune.
Probably Not
Mobberly—le your picture going to
be haw?
Dobbsrly—I don't know. I hoard a
member of the committee say thatImaging was tee good for it—Clove
lead Leader.
Claimed an Alibi.
"Why do folks say that the first year
of married life is the most unhappy?"
queried Mrs. Henpeck.




—Thought you said that auto you
sold me was a 20-boreepower?"
"So it la."
"Well, it Isn't. the first horse I men
over put it out of businam."—Houston.
Daily Post
Self-Denial.
"DICYcni ever make a personal smile
Ice?" asked the visiting parson.
eyes, Leered." replied Mrs. De Styles
"I ones declined te be Interviewed by so
society reporter." — Chicago Daily
News.
Not a Stickler. yr
Willie—In what month were-
born, Miss Runnaboute7
Miss Runnaboute—lt makes no Otf. 4i
foresee, dear boy—the approiariete
stone is a diamond.—Puck.
Silly Questions
"Is false eyes always made an glass,
I dentin?"
"Av course they are, ye fool. .Holte
ulse cud a man see through th•m?"--
Cleveland Leader.
s.,
Various Excuses for Being Late.
Mrs. Hoyle--The paper says thal
there is a short-story famine,
Mrs. Doyle—Don't you believe it. Mp
husband has e new one to offer everyi.„.,
night.—Judge.
•Church—What sort of a tripAed yOla
have going to Europe?
Gothato—Horribler, there *ere three
phyenogreobs on the sltly",—yorip,=r4
tittatesmart.
limo chile*?
"The paper tells of la town whirr. ei
child is born every fivo minutes?"
"They ought to eLfie him a rest and'
let him have a eh/Mee to grow
I Judo. •
I •How Could H. Tell?
"Do you believe that contentment
better than riches?"
"I don't know; never baring haElanyl


















































































































































































































Aks Why No Digging and What the
Greet Arm of Men Are
Doing Idle.
INQUIRES TO-0 ABOUT
A Sio,000 PRESS AGENT.
Was.hington, Dec. i8.—The senate
Se asking questions about the Panama
Canal. It -would like to know, before
-it votes some millions of dollars,
what is being done with the money.
It would like to know what the 17,-
000 employes are doing and bow tile
several millione of obligation have
been incurred When it is admitted that
not an otmce of dirt has beer% dug
since Engineer 'Wallace was fired in
disgrace by the president.
The senate week:leis° like teflenow
why lloseph Bucklin Bishop, the press
agent of the canal commission,
ehould be paid Sio,000 a year to give
stuff to the sewspapers.
And the settxte, through the appro-
priations committee, is asking ques-
tions of Mx. Taft, Mr. Shonts and
Ms. Bishop. The anew/els elicited
may not be enlightening nor clear,
but they are certainly interesting.
The Senate • Bulwark.
In this connection it is worthy of
notice that while it is the fashion, in
many quarter* to inveisgh against the
senate as being a plutocratic (*g-
ayety. while it is often .called the
"Millionaire's tattb" and the "Ameri-
can House of Lords," it cannot be de-
nied that the senate it often the bul-
wark of diliberation which prevents
much ill-advised and daagerous kgis-
lation.
In this particular instance the canal
commission asbed congress for an
immediate appropriation of $16,-
WOO. for expenses in the prelimi-
nary work of the Panama canal The
'Home cut the amount to Biz,000.000
and passed the bill. The action in
cutting off the $5„5oo,000 was arbi-
trary and was taken on geseral prio-
'clØcs. The House acted practically
without discussion and entirely with-
out information. Even the leaders of
the majority confessed that they were
acting in the darkness on the request
of the administration. The name of
Roosevelt was potent and the thin
went through "with no questions
asked." except by the minority. These
were unanswered, as there was no
I' one to answer these The gag rule
and the speaker's mighty gavel did
the work.
Senate Puts on Brakes.
It went to the senate The name of
Roosevelt was again invoked. The
eocalled younger /lenient tried to
take up the bill without reference to
a conimittee, an unprecedented thing
in the upper house of congress. The
older element, men whose name, are
linked with the important acts of
American statecraft in the United
States for the past twenty years.
aided by the minority. prear.nted
lusty action, and the bill was Oient
to the eorrunittee on appropriatit)1111.
There the senate asked questiotts ft
vent for Secretary Taft and Chpirman,
Shunts and Press Agent Bishop.
Senator Allison, Chairman of The,
committee; senators Hale, natfri,
Tillman and others were the intne-
tots. The hots brought out ate of
more than paligieg interest. The pub-




OIL RING DRAWS $5.000.000.
New York, Dec. !S.—John D..;
Rockefeller today drew $6.0sio,000 as
his *here of a dividend of $to a Aare
declared last mon* by the Standard
Oil totn'panY. The. is the last guar-
, telly dividend of the year and beings
the total up to. 40 per cent. or We
meow . Of this Mr Rockefeller's
share is $aonoonoo. It is estimated
that hie interne from his railroad,
epee, subsidiary oil companies and
otivan investments will be at least
Baossaoloco more, so that his inootne
for the year on eh* most conservatiee
eetimete reaches the emir/nods total
of $4os000,000.
From a well-informed !source it is
learned that the year 1903 lierAietve
the harmer year for the Standar& .041
compang as far as earning* Ste' On-
cemied. The disturbances in Ragan,
which have prevented the normal. pro
duction of Russian petroleum, have
made the demon& abroad for the
American product larger Map .ever
before. Notwithstanding this inceras
ing businese the company has swell-
ed its ptofits still more by steadily
advancing the price of petroleum to
the role Ttr.r flf ti•, itti;t•r•A S'itec
"tiosi •.
1900 and. teot were larger than for
tpos, it is known that the ea,rnings
of tire company 'hie • year were the
homiest in itio history and but for
the state of the public mind as to
the greed of the great corporations
and the lax state of morality in high
finattee the greatest dividend in the






'We note that certain changes in the
laws of the state are' to be proposed
at the coming legislature and they
seem to be reasonable and necessary.
But there is another movoient fa
more reasonatik and fir more neces-
sary, and that is some, action that will
secure the enforcement of the laws
already on the statue books. We go
at t'his matter generally in the wrong
way. We assume that what we want
is more laws • or better laws. What,
in fact, we need is some kind of a
law the penalty of which is sure and
sufficient to coionsand respect.
We have a chapter of laws con-
cerning elections. In this chapter
there is one protecting election
officers from intimidation or inter-
ference, but these laws are dead. let-
ters in this community. Worse than
that, election officers who refuse to
be intimidiated, who protest against
the invasion of the election booths by
armed policemen, are themselves by
violence expelled from the polls,
arrested, arraigned and, on testimony
of the arresting officers, conitridicted
by the bystanders, fined in thi4olice
court of the city of Louisville over
which presides judge Neretann.
This is only one instance of many.
Laws against gambling are not en-
forced. Laws against pool-selling are
net enforced. There is scarcely a law
won the statute books that may not
be violated with impunity, if it is
profitable enough to secure the em-
ployment of scale criminal lawyers.
It is not so elsewhere. In a recent
image of the New York World there
is an article on "Mir. Mayer's 'Simple
Remedy." The World calls attention
to the frequent violation of the elec-
tion law, to the colonization of voters,
to repeating, to fraudulent voting of
every kind and intentional errors in
the count Protests have been made
and remedies suggested. Every year,
according to the World, the tlection
law hae been amended. Elaborate
prohkitions of election offetises have
been enacted. Public opinion, it says,
is ip favor of bones( elections, and
the law provided for honest elections
and still the election fraui:a 'went on
year after year.
Now what is the remedy? New
York has a new attorney general—
J• M. Mayer. The attorney general
does not psopose to amend the laws,
improve the Inws or reconstruct them.
14K has taken the laws as they stand
and he is prosecuting everybody
against whom he could secure evi-
dence. The World says:
"The result is wnnifferfully. instruc-
tive. Nearly a score of men, among
them a city marshal and a former as-
semblyman, have already been con-
victed and started on their way to
prison. Scores of others accused are
either in jail awkiting trial or out
cm.baik Amply authority is found in
law for their prosecution and punish-
ment. No difficulty Whatever has
been Snead in obtaining juries who
would convict if the evidence war-
ranted it. °Already in these few weeks
sauce November 7 the enforcement of
the misting law bus given assurance
that New York's next election will
be We purest ever known."
nett is the spirit we want abroad
here. We want it • to preyed* every
conrthonse in the hod. We .want the
atmosphere cleared. We 'want per-
jury treated with that contempt vehicit
it deserves and punished as the law
respires it shall,be punished. Wr
prosecuting officers who will do
duty. We want grand jurors
petit jurors who are not influ-
Z by partisan consideration, notjiltett to parsec intinsidatilin. not
themselves connected with any organ-
isation that profits by the violation of
the laws.
Let 'us stop going to the legislature
for a while and go to the courtliouees,
stasolleg there as solid body of citi-
tens whs. are outraged whenever the
laws are ourtaged. Let each case be
follewed carefully. Let the various
devices resort to in coortmoms of
*birth and live, deeee be considered in
all their bealnige Let us give a year
or two, not to amending laws, bat
to eirforcing laws, and see what the
ednaequences nil/ be.
Only whet crime is puttislicd pill
it cease. Only when conspirators
against the ballot are imprisoned,
only when principals and nuts tuff-
can we predict, as theeNew
Ydrh 'Wordifooph
Void/. PA-wld predicts, that the "next
electior. will be the purest in our his-
The Novel Market.
The country throbs with energy.
Writers, as a class, continue to manu-
facture prodats for the "fall trade,-
rather then to search the human
spirit in its passionate energy . or
discern the deeper currents of its ex-
perience. Almost every considereble
section of the country has its well:-
organised fiction industry, and the
general COMfitiOn would be described
by a trade journal in this fl/lion:
"The barge output of autumn and
winter goods shows an undiminished
demand. The phenomenal sales of a
but there is a steady anti rtsmuncra
tire demand, for standatd articles, and
the outlook for holiday business is
distinctly pronsisind, • The 1)111Y
threatening element is the possiele
overstocking of tht market. Local
sellers report that bssftrs are eons,
used by the multiplicity of designs
textures offered' them. the old.
It designs still hold their own "
Jaw back Wins?
Mr. Jawbaek—I'm going to •
insurance policy.
Mrs. Jawback—You're foollsh. It's all
a graft
Mr. Jawback—But what would you do
If I'd die
Mrs. Jawback—Marry again, of
course.
Mr. Jaw back—You couldn't if my life
hadn't been insured for a good big sum.
—Cleveland Leader.
a life
Heard at the Water Tank,
Sandy Pikes—What do•yer t'ink of
r'it.ty George beetle de nerve to tell
dat lady in de waylaid cottage he was
a sport and never ate anyt'ing but club
sandwiches.
Gritty George—And did he get one
dere?
Sandy Pikes—Well, he got de club.
but not de sandwich.—Chloago Daily
News.
This Flirting Age.
Perte—Do you know, love reminds
me of radium.
Flirte—Why?
Perte—Tbere's so little of it
Flirte—It reminds me of the old
stage-coach.
Perte—How's that?
FlIrte—There is always room for one
more.—Judge.
Haan Trick.
"Gracious, Jeasette!. Why are all
those women so excited?"
"Haven't you heard? Why, they an-
swered an advertisement that stated
for one dollar they would receive the
greatest wrinkle remover on earth."
"And what did they get?"
"Why, a flatiron."—Chicago Daily
News.
A Sense of Caution.
The Citizen—What would you do ft
some one were to come and offer you
money for influence?
The Politician—I should repulse him
with scorn. Anyone who can't arrange
such matters otherwise than by brutal
offers of cold cash is not a safe man to
do business with—Judge.
Perfectly Permissible.
"Yes," admitted the young man.
modestly. "I have killed several men,
but always under legitimate circum-
stances."
"Self defense, eh?"
"Well, not exactly. It was in foot-
ball games—Chicago Sun.
AII Improvement.
"If I didn't own an automobile, dear
do you think you could care for me?"
"Why, of course. If you didn't own
an automobile you would have to get
a new one of the 1806 pattarn."—
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Buspitho us.
Mr. CrImsonbeak—You are being
called on the telephone. John.
Mr. Crianioabeak—Just please put
yaw ear to the receiver and hear what
I'M being called before I sower.—
Imakess Statamman.
Hauled lack.
Shorte—Chogger is just carried away
with hie automobile.
Bharge—Yea; and were it not Ike
Bank Hibbley and his two horses he
wouldiet be back for several days.—
Judge.
Heard in the Asylum.






Oil be was as womar, as fair could be.A woman of high renown,
Likewise a woman of high degree--
But ph. wore a iow-eut gown,—Milwaukee Sentinel,
A SHOCK TO HIS SYSTEM.
"What's that—you're hungry? Why
don't you go and look for work r
"Well, miss, a few menthe ago I did
and found some. but wot fairly upset me
we.--they actually wanted me to dc
Ms'
The Candidate.
M. speaks on themes or every kind.
, Re argues and he quotes.
Bat the real question in his naiad.




Mr. Stoplate—Yes, I think I may say
I am a fixture In our office now.
Miss Boarde—And you get to ima-




"Before Mabel Locutt's father struck
oil, she had only one dress to het
heck."
"And nn• she has none."—
t'lts1 e:ar t.
Used to Thirm.
Dolly—Are you going on a long
honeymoon?
Polly—Oh, no! MY honeymoons are
always short--Detroit Free Pres&
Only One Left.
Benheen—This I. a one-horse place
Mrs. 13enhain—Well, I suppose the
autentobiles nave displaned the horses.
BEAUTY IN THE LAUNDRY.
Open. Windows Wide—How to Guard
Against Taking Cold When
Hanging Up Clothes. •
Somebody has discovered that laundry
work is good for the complexion. And a
New York girl, hearing the report. has
put it to a practical test. She is doing
her own washing. And, thus far in her
experiment, she is able to report much
success, says a writer in the Brooklyn
Eagle.
Just for fear all the women may start
In to do their own washing, so as to
have a nice skin, and for fear they may
start in wrong, it is well to tell how the
work should be done. Washing, no mat-
ter hew beneticial, is hard work and it
would be a pity to do it in the wrong
Way.
When you start in to wash—soaking
the clothes—be sure that the water is
clear and soft. Hard water injures the
hands and does the clothes no good.
Let the water he soft and clear. Filteredwater, softened by borax, would be best
for the hends. The next best thing is
good rain water with plenty of borax
dissolved in the water.
To soak a shirtwaist, throw open the
windows and lift the shirtwaist high in
your hands. This gives the arm and
shoulder exercise. Dip it in the tub, liftIt. dip It again, and keep on lifting anddipping until the shirtwaist is wet thor-
oughly. Then let it lie in the deep
water.
Open the windows before you begin.
Working with closed windows, winter
or suznsher, is a poor plan. A close roominjures the lungs and makes the Onoplexios muddy. Moreover, it is bad for
the tissues. Women with adipose tis-
sue Invariably work in a warm room.
Washerwomen, cooks and homework-ers cif all kinds are almost always too
stout. They get fat in spite of the ex-ercise they take. This Is because the
room in which they work is too warm
and too close, It breeds a kind of un-
healthy fat. If they would throw open
the windows and breathe deeply they
would be a great deal better off. Hot air,
remember, makes you stout and it makes
you Wary. It makes your muscles soft
and your nerves unsteady. It gives the
skin a dull. wig), look, as though onewere made of putty. •
Soak your clothes in a cool room with
the windows open and remember that
all your laundry opepitiOns should be
conducted in the same way. The wash-
erwomen of France wash in the open air
in a brook, rubbing their clothes against
the stones. The air is clear and good;the water is cool and soft; the stones af-ford just the right amount of friction
and there is always the brook in which
one can wade &Lid cool off. The girl who
can do her laundry work dally under
suck circumstances would be blest in-
deed. She would be independent of
beauty parlors.
'When she comes to the washing of
her clothes she must be careful. The air
must be good, the soap must be of the
best, the water must be soft and she
must urilerstand the art of getting all
the benefit possible. If she does it rightshe will take a Turkish bath ikt no ex-
pected whatever; if she does not do it
as she should do it she will be uncom-
fortable all the rest of the day.
Drees lightly and entirely in wash fab-
rice. Wear 110 flannel nest to the akin,
and if possible dress in two or three
garments It would be very nice Ilona
could KO barefoot, but there are very few
who can do this. Besides barefootedness
tends' to widen the foot and break down
the arch of the instep. Therefore it is ,
best to wear the,ahoes one Is accustomed
to wearing.
The temperature of the room should be
cool, and there should be a draug,ht
blowing through It.
Let your clothing be of the kind that
can be taken off ar soon as you hey°
finished your work, and put out to air.
Better stiff. wear a fresh suit for your
laundry work, a plain shirtwaist that•
can be turned in at the neck, and a)calico skirt. This is an ideal laundry'
work uniform. Don't dress up too much.
No one is going to see you.
Washing the clothes in the hot suds
steams the skin and makea the homplex-
itn better. If the sweat stands out in
beads, so much the better. You are Ket-
tles a Turkish bath. Never be afraid to
sweat. The finest portions of the skin
are those that eweat the most profusely.
The palms of the hand. In spite of the
hard work they do, are soft the chest
upon which the perspiration breaks out
in beads is fine and smooth. Sweat all
you can. It is good for you. Paddle in
the suds until you are wet with perspir-
ation.
It is a bad thing to suddenly check
the perspiration, and for this reason it
Is well to cool off a little Afore going
out to hang up the clothes. Drink a glass
of Spring water, wash the hands In cold
water. Cool off little by little, Asking
20 =Mutes for it. Then go out and hang
up the clothes.
If you cool off too suddenly you will
cheek the perspiration and the cold will
close the pore. and clog them. This will
give you a touch of rheumatism, which
can only be curet, by steaming the pores
open again. If you find your back lame
from suddenly going out in the cold air
you will have to apply hot cloths to open
the closed pores. In this way, and in
this way onlyoitill you restore your
back to limberness again.
Ranging up clothes is glorious pier-
Put your laundry In a basket.
Balance the basket upon your head. and
'tett off. FT,'" tit': let your
head be erect; breathe through your nob-
trite and let your stride be long andsteady. Now, if ever. Is the time to
try deep breathing.
And It will give you outdo' exercise.
—Our business of four months is
as phenomenal as a business of three
years An up-to-date Soda business
this sumrner.




If you want y.oir ciothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired,take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line cf samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
Dr. Stamper
Dentist. ,




NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST loc.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
(MICH 'so NORTH MTH
TELZPHON-ES
Remidence age Office as
LAWYE RS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear hank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 303
11. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.





DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
r 20 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
bffice hours 8 to to a. 111., I t03
p. m. and 7 to 9 p.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Atturney—at-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building.
mg, 523
EXCURSION
St. Lows and Tennessee River Pack-
et compa,iy—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 tor the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfortand rest; good service, g
gocd rooms, etc. Boats ,e each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. m.For other information apply to Jas.Eoger, superintendent; Frank L.Brown, agent.
NOTICE!
Highest price ;aid for sec3ad-hand
Oto-Ves ar2c1
FzU nr-2 itta re.
Buy anything and sell everything.sill-mo Court street. Old phone 134.
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection
9999191•1919119., 





I, a and 3 Register
I -2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones II-
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.. •
A PURE BLOOD RIMEDY.•
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK 'AND SICKLY TO ?EL
FECT HEALTH.




Rooms 3 and 6 Register Building.
523 1-2 Broadbay, Paducah, 11Cy
New Phone 49o.






Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
DR. R. F. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
Important Changes of Time or South
ern Railway.
On Friday, December nit, the fol-
lowing avenges in time of Southern
railway frame will become effective:
No. 1, now leering L,ouistriile at
7:41) a. m., will cl.epart at 8 a. m.
No. g, now leaving Louisville at
3:50 p. m., will depart at 3:35 p. m.
No. 23, now leavin; Louisville at
7 :23 p. us., will depart at 7:15 p.
No. 24, now leaving Lexington at
p. in., will depart at e:eo p. nt
Nb. 2, now Icavine Lexington at
5:30 p. rre, will deport at p.
Corresponding chancre will be
made at focal stations and passen-
gers intending to use these trains
should consult ticket agents for corn-
pick information.
C. H. liUNGERF*ORD.'D. P. A.
Chicago Round Trip lig.
re.s, eq
ttamJug Lave btOi.k bnow.
Excursion tickets sold December
i6, 17, 18 and to, for parlor car and
library cafe car train leaving Louis-
ville at 8:2n a. in. daily, and sleeping
ear train leaving LOuisville at 8:15 p.
m. daily. Complete information may
be. esoertainea.from C. H. Hagerty,
District Passaiger Agent, Louisville,
Ky,
Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones 240 at residenc. Office. hours
7 to 9 a. rn., 1 tO 3 p. m.. 7 to p. at'
TRUEHEART BUILDING.





Rome 13 and 14 Columbia Building,
Old Phone tog.
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
(Homeopathist.)
Office 3nti Broadway—Phone tso.
Residence. Big droadway
, Phone 149.
t. Flournoy Cecil Reed
hNiPY it RE I)
a
Rooms so, ix and Is, Columbia 4 As
PALOMAR KY
1 11
Odle- • -egos & Rive
. root; Phalle .
0 SChMid 1











Card Cases, Pass Cases and Bill
looks
too all Leather Sample* to select
from.
Your Name and Address in Gold
Letters






TuesdaY -Miii-teni,, Dec. 19. 1905.
WANTS
• _
FORs•-•.*N r oo m cottage,




FOR RENT--"The Inn" property
oit North Seventh between Madison
and Monroe. Apply Dr. J. G. Brooks.
• 
FOR RENT — Apartmer in
Eagles' Home, Sixth and Br, .olwaj
Lath, heat and lights. Furl,
unfurnished. Apply to L. I'. Hea-!
custodian, at building, or ring 402.
FOR RENT—Three rooms on
ground ffoor for housekeeping, one
' square of postoffsce -. Address "R. J.
M.- this office.
qr OR RENT—Five-room cottage,
modern improvements, bath, electric
lights, at 1036 Madison street. Ap-
ply to Dr. P. H. Stewart.
LOST—Watch fob, on ,Broadway.
-16 - blade of four foreign coins. Finder
trkplooe 716 for owmer and be re-
eve' ded
FOR RENT—Four-room cottage,
No. 623 Jefferson street; gas, bath,
eta.. in the 'house. Apply to W. H.
Patterson. Old ishone 1346.
Go to Stutz's for candy.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Mr. G. H. Robinson, the newspa-
per man, cret irned yesterday from
'ienn. He is now con-
nected with the Washington press
syndicale.
Hon. Sam t-_-1 Crossland, of May-
tleld, is in. t.. city.
fMr. Daure...ze D. Willis, of Cadiz,
Ky., is in tithe city at the Palmer.
Manager Ji.rnes B. Bugg, of the
local office f, r the Holcomh-Lobb
Tie company. has returned from
Clifton, Tenn.
President W. H. Holcomb, of the
lioltorfih-Lobb Tie company, will to
day return frem Chicago
Mies Baobara ak'hultx left last even
ing fur her borne in St. Louis. She
is the milliner at Mrs. Oxus's.
Lawyer L. K. Taylor and son,
Tunny, leave this morning for Fay-
etteviik, Tenn., to remain two weeks
for a visit.
Miss 'Allah rnders has returned
from _spending summer in the
A: D. i*KitNte y , of St.
Lo*, is in the city. He is the well
kuclirn newspaper man formerly of
this City.
Mr. Jahn Parham is in the ciey
from Oairo for a few days.
M. G. A. Rudd was en route
har4 yesterday from Decatur, A!a.,
to Smieliand, where next Thursday
he marries Miss Wilson, announce-
ment of which was made through
these columns Sunday morning. He
is agent for the Ayer-Lord Tie corn-
papy at Decatur.
. Mrs. J. W. Irion and children, of
I resden, Tenn.. arrived here yester-
. .y to spend Christmas with the for
iiier's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
MeGlathery.'
Miss Ora V. Leigh yesterday al-
tt.rnoon wont to ,Chicago.
Mr. Henry Gave is here from the
Danville, Ky., college to spend the
holidays with his father, Rev! W.
E. Cave.
Mrs. William J. Jones, of Chicago,
arrived here yesterday to attend the
funeraf of her sister, Miss Camilla
J. Von Tress, who died at Cincin-
nati and was brought here for in-
terment.
Mrs. Henry H. aeugh has gone
lc St. Louis to spend Christmas
with her sister, Mrs-. James Young
and Mrs.- Henry Wolkewitz.
Mr. Richard Geagen, of Memphis,
returned home yesterday morning
after spending Sunday here with his
family, ychich will join him the first
of the year at that place.
w.
Mr. Will Perham yesterday return
ed from Mayfield.
Postnian Allard Williams is at
Mayfield attending 'circuit court.
John K. 'Hendrick returned
yesterday morning from Smithland
where be has been the past ten days
attending court. He was accom-
panied here by his wife who is doing
some Christmas shlipping in. the city.
aktr. William Bryant, the furniture
factory drummer, has returned'. from
• Southern trip loaded with bit orders
for holiday goods.
Miss Ina Kahn has returned from
Nazareth, *here she attends college.
She comes to spend' the holidays with
here mother, Mrs. M'. Kahn, of North
Ninth street
apd !dirs. Victor Van de Male
leaves this evening for Austin, Texas,
to be gone several weeks visiting the
former's daughter, Mrs. Char.1, es
Stanley.
IMr. Oscar Hank has.returned from
visiting his brother, Dr. William
ia•Arinona.
Mr. ma /01.7. M. Bart leaves to-
day for California to .spend the win-
ter with their son, Mr. Jack Hart,
formerly the dairyman of this section.
Mr. John Sinnott, Jr., has returned
from a Southern drumming trip, and
is in for the holidays.
Mrs. Henry Straus and little
dougfhter, of Louisville, are in the
city visiting the former's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Ullman.
'Mr. Claude Baker, of Greenville,
Ky., returned home this morning af-
ter spending several fisys *re.
Lawyer George Oliver today
leaves for Denver, Col., to spend
Christmas with his wife, who has
been there aH summer for her health,
which is improving.
Rev! W. C. Clark, of Louisville,
arrived here last evening and is at
the palmer.
Route Agent C. M. Fisher, of the
Southern Exprecs company, arrived
in the city last night.
—Take home an oyster loaf for
25c. They keep hot and delicious.
HAWKINS BROS., 4r7 B'way.
Exclusive agents, Ishkoodah, Ky.,
coal, clippings for kindling, five cents
per bundle. Phone 249.
NOBLE & YEISER.
Go to Stutz's for candy.
—Take home an oyster loaf for
ac. They keep hot and delicious,
HAWKINS BROS, 417 B'way.
--Mir. James Hedges. the plasterer,






MERCHANTS NOW FEELINGEFFECT OP HEAVY HOLI-
DAY RUSH.
Big Opening of New Department at
Scott's Last Evening—Drum-
mers in for Holidays.
•
The merchants are now beginniagto feel the rush of , the holiday sea-son, as yesterday thousands weredown in the city making their pur-Chases, while the streets last evening,
resembled a busy Saturday night.
All the stores were filled with pur-
chasers who were spending theirmoney pretty liberally to the delightof the business men, who find thisyear that the public is making itslargest purchases earlier in the week
than customarily. For some yearspast it looked as if they would wait
until the last night to buy and then
overtax the busineas houses..
Last evening from 7:3o until 10
o'clock the grand opening was had
for the home furnishing department
at the Scott Frardwure company.
where hundreds crowded in to look
over the stock. This progrese]ve
firm has heretofore devoted itself
strictly to the hardware business, but
its dentists& necessitated branching
out into housefurnishinge, and they
have a beading and varied stock suit-able for the finest. Music was dis-
coursed during the evening, while re-
freshments were served, the huge
crowd surging throug)h. for several
hours. The new departrneer includes
one of the finest stocbs ever dis-
played .here in the city.
Drummers in for Holidays. -
There was not the usual exodus
yesterday morning and evening by
drummers going out to. make their
territory, because this being the last
week before Christmas all of them
are coining home to spend the time
with their' families and help look
after the trade coming to the stores
with which they are connected.
The drinnmers do very little travel
ing between now and the first of
next yea4 as the men-haat, here and
afar have their stocks I in and are
se busy with the holiday trade that
they have no time to buy more, in
fact they t: not need it, and then
the houses grant a wee* or two va-
cation to the drummers about the
holidays. Nearly afl the Paducah
o Improve and Preserve Yoinw Beauty






In Green Boxes Only.
SUPERIOR IN QUALITY. HARM-
LESS AS WATER.
Nadine Face Powder is compound-ed and. titirifted ya newly discoveredprocess. Produces a beautiful, softvelvet appearance, which remains me-ti) we:Shed off. Ladiee who use Na-dine Face Powder in green boxesare sure the complexion, will be freshand lovely at close 4csf the evening.
The quality Is unequaled. Bayone 50 cent package and if you arenot entirely satiAed notify as, andwe will promptly- refund your money.Sold by leading. druggists, or mail.Price so emits. Mite; Flesh, Pink,Brunett.
NATIONAL TOUT CO., Paris,Tena.






You are Invited to see our
Christmas Display.
THE NEW STORE, 327 BROADWAY
traveling men are n.w- in tu retrain
until the first 4.4 the year.
New Position.
'Mr. Jesse B.. Moss, who has been
connected with a large Mensphi-.
Tenn,, lumber concern for the past
few rnofiths, yesterday accepted a po-
s•tion in the office of the Mergentha:-
er- Horton basket factory in ItleFtuin-iesburg.
To Policy Holders.
We wish to notify our patrons, the
pubfft gesseraHy, through the daily
press, each agent signing the notice.
that commencing c,n tht first day of
Januaty, igo6, all policies are dueand payable when the insurance is
effected Or upon delivery of policy in









—Our business of four months asphenomenal as a hairiness of threeyears. An up-to-date Soda businessthis eumrner.
HAWKINS BROS., 417 B'way,
—0, how good. Candles at Haw-kins Woe., 4'7 Broadway. Factory
Seventh and Tennessee.
—Get vour money's worth at
HAWKINS BRO......q•, 417 B'way.
Cu, it. Stutz'. 1..r candy.
SAM iSTAItK
•
The Oldest and Best Conducted Bottle and Jug House
in the City of Paducah.
i.7.•••••“*... • 1•••11fftrort•il••-•111..rt.,??...r..179.
Some of my many brands
of Bottled in Bond Pure Whis-
kies are:
Old Oscar Pepper Old Crow





per gallon, - - - $4.00
Old Jordan, 8-year-old
per gallon - - $3,00
My Ferndale $2.00 Whisky
will compare with eny $2.50
Whisky in the city.
•• •
•• ••• ******* ••••••  




The people of this city and surrounding terri-
tory with strictly high-class whiskies, wines and
brandies. I handle nothing but pure, straight
goods, bought direct from bonded warehouses.
In my display window you can see the finest col-
lection of fine whisky and California wines ever
shown by any house in western Kentucky., Ipride myself in keeping a neat, clean, attractiveplace---a place to which any lady may come to
make a purchase of whisky and wines for house-hold and medicinal uses. My reputation and the
class of trade that buys all their goods of me isevidence that I handle only PURE GOODS.
SEND ME THE ORDER
FOR A CHRISTMAS JUG
THIS YEAR. IF YOU ONCE
BUt MY WHISKIES YOU
WILL BE A REGULAR CUS-







My lbw of California Wines





Blackberry and Sherry Wine
Fine Old Peach Brandy
Fine Old Apple Brandy
Elegant, Smooth Old Scotch
Whisky, Shaw's Pure Malt
My Ferndale $2.00 Whisky
will conspare''with any $2.50




As a special Holiday inducement to have you come or
send to me. for your Whiskies, [will sell any of my
Bonded Whiskies, ranging from eight to twelve years
old; at $1.00 for a full quart.
s.
WE PAY PROMPT ATTEN1-'ei
TION TO BOTTLE OR JUG
TRADE FOR OUT-OF-TOWN
CUSTOMERS AND SHIP IT
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